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ACADTNIC WOMEN IN PROTt3T1

Athena Theodore
Associate Professor of lociology
Silinons College

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent protest for sex equality by academic women has no precedent in the his-

tory of social movements in the United States, But following the thrust for admis-

sion by blacks on the nation's white campuses, the first attempts to effectuate re-

form by women in higher education occurred during the late sixties. These efforts

had their origin through demonstrations by the women's caucuses of some of the male--

dominated professional associations. The result was some encouraging gains, in par-

ticular the expanding participation of women in these organizations.

However, the gains have not been matched in the places where academic women

work - on the campuses of the nation's colleges and universities. The well-document-

ed inequities on the status and working conditions of academic women persist on a

wide scale. The catapus-based inequities also carry over into other academically

related work organizations such as government. granting agencies and private founda-

tions sponsoring research.

The disappointing disparity in the movement for sex equality raises timely and

pertinent questions. How are academic women responding to sexism and sex discrimina-

tion in their colleges and universities, and how effective are they in the resolution

of their grievances when they ask for equal treatment?

Of course, the general problem demands an examination of developments far great-

er in scope and depth and more systematic than presently available time and resources

permit. Hence this paper is no more than an exploratory inquiry into some important

aspects of the problem. To some extent the analysis is based on published and

unpublished information on sex discrimination in academia. However, the principal

1This is an expanded version of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Society for the Study of Social Problems, New York City, August 25, 1973.
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source is a sample of 65 cases of academic women obtained from a pilot survey. 2

II. PATTERNS OF RESPONST, TO SvA DISCRIMINATION

Women encounter discriminatory experiences as individuals and in groups which

range from subtleEexist practices to outright job exploitation. They experience in-

equities in the reward system such as denial of summer employment, sabbatical leaves,

research funds, and co- authorthip credits and they are relegated to second-class

citizenship by being given poor teaching schedules and other working conditions, as

well as being excluded from teaching in graduate programs. But their main concern

pertains to overt job discrimination in getting and keeping a job, in not being pro-

moted and given tenure, and in being underpaid in comparison with their male

colleagues in similar specialties.

That makes these academic women decide to challenge the system? Certainly the

supporting atmosphere of the women's movement provides a strong incentive. But spe-

cific incidents and conditions may spark the action, only a few of which can be

cited here. Often a single event may force the woman to protest: a blatantly ex-

ploitative salary offer, a rejection of a recommended promotion or tenure, the stark

2The sample was obtained from responses to an unstructured questionnaire which was
mailed to a select group of academic women who were known to be active in the move-
ment. In addition to several basic variables, respondents were asked to give a
brief description of the situation, identifying the sexism or discrimination rela-
tive to their cases, describing their counter stratagems, successes and failures,
and indicating the resulting impact on themselves, others, and changes in the insti-
tution. Although this is a relatively small sample of convenience, it represents a
fairly good cross section of academic women with respect to geographic location and
size of institution, discipline, professorial rank, marital status, and age. Since
no statistical estimation or quantification is intended, the sample may serve our
probing objective.

Given ample time and resources, a systematic study of the subject would require
a more sophisticated sample design than the present pilot study. For example, it
would be necessary to identify first the relevant statistical population and then
select a stratified random sample from the frame. Also, it would be desirable to
survey some administrators and examine, among other matters, ways and procedures
which might resolve grievances more expeditiously and constructively than would
otherwise be the case. Finally, an examination of the role of the government agen-
cies, the women's groups and organizations, and other non-campus-based individuals
and groups involved in these cases would offer the most comprehensive view of the
present problem.
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salary figures of a recent report on sex discrimination, a new policy stating ineli-

gibility as a part-time employee for a foundation grant, the appearance of new rules

without precedent or cause, a decision to eliminate a position, a sudden and unex-

pected firing. In other situations the woman may decide to fight back because she

Las nr,hing to lose. FiKally, it may be that the weariness of years of debasing

treatment and inaction after many bona fide attempts to secure equality through hard

work and demonstrated competence has at last- reached home,

The responses of academic women to this state of affairs range from subtle

maneuvers to open defiance and confrontation, Sometimes the incident is accompanied

bu demonstrations and wide publicity, involving the entire campus:

"several years ago I was 'fired,' that is, given a terminal contract when I
applied for promotion to the rank of associate professor. No reasons were
given. This happened shortly after the appearance of mY book. I was kr..v.,
to be

rnIcst4iN,Lt,e,-Tin!,71CIXZIteCCand plitVl'Atdinr ToMelnuonni-or
faenity organized a teach-in at which 'fired' professors from other universi-
ties, together with myself and some students, spoke. The affair was given
wide publicity in the media, After many weeks of such a struggle, the uni-
versity was compelled to create committees to deal with the problem, The uni-
versity academic senate elected a faculty hearing committee which spent approx-
imately two weeks interviewing members of the university community."

aut more frequently than not, academic women are involved in protracted and

repeated appeals to compliance agencies and government officials:

"I have asked the 720G state officer to use his influence. He has written two
letters to the state commission with no results. I have written to the
Governor to apprise him of non-action; he referred his letter to the EaC
state officer. I have asked my local representative and senator to use
their influence; they have written the Commission and called."

The process of seeking redress to their grievances is invariably accompanied by

a nearly endless exchange of both verbal and written communication, Telephone calls,

letters, memoranda, committee reports, tape recordings, and nurcerous other types of

documentation pass back and forth between the woman and her departmental colleagues

and chairperson, administrators at all levels, standing or ad hoc committees, hearing

boards, the local and national American Association of T!niversity Professors, govern-

ment compliance officials, lawyers, public officials, and women's groups, students,

and other individuals both inside and outside the campus. As is evident from the

above examples, the process covers weeks, months, and even years of time.
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In reneral, we may distinouish four resoonse patterns by academic women to cor-

rect inoquitiost (.1) sensitizino; or consciounness-raisin7 on sexism and sex discrim-

ination! (2) seeking redress to grievances on employment discrimination through in-

stitutional procedures 0) seekin redress to grievances on emoloyment discrimina-
.,

tion throumh appeals to ,-overnment-a7oncies, courts, and other outside groups and

organizations; and () workin.::r off campus in the women's movement.

A woman may 'co involved in one, several or all four response catterns at any

one time; in many cases all the patterns may represent diferent stages on a time

continuum, indicatin-* increasingly deeper involvement in a grievance process in her

own behalf, in behal c:)* others, or in both. oreover, for individual cases there

may to no discernibly share lines of demarcation between the responses. However,

reg.ardless of the lack of refinement in the above four general Patterns of response,

they nevertheless constitute a useful conceptual arran---ement which permits an effec-

tive presentation n7 the comnosite picture of protest by academic women.

::surther explanation of the above, using exanoles taken the cases of the

(5 respondents, will be followed by an analysis of the accomplishments and failures

of the protesting ,omen based on the findiu:s of this study.

A. Sensitizing Academia

Academic 14omen utilize their vanta-e point on the campus in order to sensitize

academia about sexism and sex discrimination. 9ecause cultural manifestations of

sexist attitudes and practices are sn pervasive, it becomes necessary to point this

out to oollea,rues, both male and female, and to attempt to raise the consciousness

level of the entire academic octmunit until chan-,e takes places

"7er five years I was rereatedly asked to serve co7fee at faculty-student
functions and to be secretary of committees. I repeatedly refused. Yost
of the committees I've served on lately don't have secretaries."

Sex!st pronnuncents uttered durin'?; lecture:, also receive su stions for

actinb. ?oth facIlty a'-.d students may the tar-et s:
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I fight sexism wherever I see it. For example, when I noticed in the zerox
room a statement to medical students usin7 'he' or 'she' for patients but 'he'
for doctors, I sent the doctor a note and he changed it. More controversially,
when it was reported to me that a physiologist started his lecture on the
liver to the students with 'This is going to be very difficult: it will be
like rape, so relax and enjoy it,' I bought him an anti-rape poster from the
graphics collective of the Chicago Women's Liberation Union, and wrote him a
letter, suggeSting that rape was not funny and in the future he should make
jokes only at the expense of groups to which he belongs - white middle-class
men. I had some other faculty and students sign it. He freaked. Now when
someone makes a sexist remark, the class warns, 'You'll get a letter!'"

In such counter stratagems the women are not acting in their academic roles but

as members of the female sex. They may remind, admonish, scold, or in some way

bring to the attention of others the need to change sexist attitudes and practices.

They accomplish their objectives through both subtle and direct expressions of di;;-

approval in departmental and committee meetings and, more effectively, during inform-

al encounters, at campus social gatherings, and through their classroom teaching,

especially in courses concerning women.

Not all women express their protests as vociferously as the examples above may

suggest. Sensitizing one's self is a prelude to sensitizing others:

"My position here is that of being the only woman in the department. People
are quite obviously not used to having a woman around except in secretarial
status. Now I feel a commitment to be available to the women students, both
at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Already in my few short months
here I can feel this need and have begun to be of some help. However, I have
also noticed a great many women who are 'unliberated' and would actually like
nothing else."

This respondent has yet to create great waves on her campus but she is beginning to

see herself as a subject of sex discrimination with a task ahead of her, unlike the

following respondent who has 'made' it in academia and whose consciousness has

reached a certain level and stopped there:

"I have tenure, have received accelerated promotion, have had every considera-
tion in my department. As I see it, many women in academia do not press for
administrative posts and more responsibility (and better paid positions) because
they are already handling two full-time jobs - teaching and family. That is my
situation. I know that more women should be department chairmen, deans, vice-
presidents, etc., but I don't want more responsibility so I am hesitant to
bandstand for representation in these areas."

At the same time, the above remarks also point to a problem that hay beset academic

women as well as other women - how to allocate time between work and home; however,

it is interesting that no other respondent even suggested that this was a problem.
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The consciousness-raising function in the activities of campus women's groups

is also manifested in the support provided to individual women. A newly appointed

instructor illustrates how a women's group has made her the beneficiary of a feeling

called "sisterhood":

"I have contacted and been contacted by the women's faculty group on campus
and expect to develop this relationship. I find their existence in many
ways a great comfort when I am feeling down."

Another academic woman active in an outside women's organization speaks of the im-

ortance of expanding even further both the concepts of consciousness-raising and

sisterhood as one interrelated objective for her campus:

"In spite of these problems, however, progress is being made - mainly in
the minds of women faculty members. They are becoming more aggressive in
their discontent, at least to the point of discussing their problems
with each other and in scme cases organizing into effective organs for
change. They are becoming aware that they have legal recourses and are
daring to use them. We aren't going to sPe more dramatic changes on
campuses until this consciousness-raisins continues and increases and
women become more vociferous and more adept at using what pressure is
available to them. I think the counter to sex discrimination is just
beginning and a great deal lies ahead. But it is beginning, and there
is no turning back."

The act of sensitizing others in the academic community goes beyond changing

lefinitions of sex roles. Consciousness-raising is also focused on the academic

role, especially with respect to the status of women (n the person's own campus.

.requently, the woman's statement of her personal grievances may be diffused with

remarks about her male colleagues:

"ounger male colleagues are more open and willing to discuss the problem
of sex discrmination than their older colleagues, but this is effectively
cancelled out by the fact that there is very much more job insecurity and
competition in the younger age bracket. Older men, including those with
tenure, just don't want to listen. They probably feel residual guilt at
having exploited their own wives and fear a threat to their own comfort
and convenience from a domestic revolt. Then I raise the matter, they
invariably point to the fact that the employment situation in physics is
extremely had now for men as well as women, which is especially infuri-
ating coning from the lips of those who denied me entry into the physics
profession five years ago when the job market was many times more
favorable:"

The appearance of reports and other information documenting sex discrimination

,ften constitutes the most important part in this consciousnessraising response

lattern because it has an impact on the greatest number of women. 7 2 it is at this
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point that academic women first begin to assess their own positions seriously and

plan their moves relative to anticipated moves from their administrations and pos-

sibly others:

"I had clone two things when the situation seemed impossible: (1) I began to
record incidents with specifics regarding names, dates, places, episodes,
(2) I saw an excellent feminist lawyer so I would be able to put the situ-
ation in a legal Perspective and negotiate on strength and knowledge
rather than fear. eanwhile, I was teaching myself about law: what is
really evidence as opposed to hearsay, how does oJie logically and force-
fully write a 'case,' what non-rational aspects of the situation are
operative, and how do I most effectively respond? I finally got a 'plan
of action.' I would 'appeal.' Yy friends told me this almost never was
done; noone ever wins out, en n iple, even though I could not
win, certain issues needed to be -ilssed in full with the president."

In addition, the legitimacy of writtkyn reports, even those conducted under auspices

other than those of the administration, are also directed towards reaching the wid-

est possible audience in the campus tnd local newspapers. ?'.ere is an excerpt from

the report of a campus-based women's group:

"During the initial year the Committee of 'Toren on Campus has been involved
in these actions: carrying. out meetings and forums to discuss issues of
women's Jqual treatment and equal opportunities on the Pniversity campus;
sugesting lists of qualified women candidates for openings in professional
positions on the staff and faculty; preparing and submitting to the chan-
cellor an affirmative action plan; presenting a prospectus to the Chan-
cellor's Office for a university-wide program to bring men and women into
'rare' fields - professions not traditionally followed by women, such as
ongineering, physics, business administration, and for men fields such as
early childhood education, language, ';3nglish, and social work."

It is important to emphasize that any gains in sensitizing male colleagues and

administrators should be carefully weighted against the possibility of creating a

hostile environment from backlash. It is one thing to utter sexist jokes to stu-

dents, as did the male professor in an earlier example: there was no immediate

threat to his position or to his status in that case. '_?:ut it is quite another

thing when, competence is the issue, as in the following situation of an outstanding

teacher:

"In this environment it is almost as though anything good I might do is
defined as bad. Then I won the highly coveted graduate teaching award,
not one of the full professors congratulated me. In fact, the scuttlebut
started the ne ;t day that teaching; awards went to sersons who fed students
beer and spa,fmetti. (I've never even fed them cokeW
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As yet no 'ormal and specific grievances have been advanced requesting; prompt

and positive action. :'evertheless, we may have gleaned from the statements of some

of our respondents that a significant aspect of the first response pattern is the

belief, in soite of doubts and discouraging statements, that sex inequities will he

corrected, even belatedly, within the campus boundaries with administrative

initiative. ILA, as we know, wishful thinking never changed the status quo.

The accounts of our respondents show that unless someone rises to protest such

inequities openly, not such will happen for academic women beyond the recomnition

that a problem exists.

Using the "Regular Channels"

Sensitizing and consciousness-raising are primarily directed towards correcting,

sexist practices in-the academic community, sometimes even res.alting in an adminis-

trative response to begin the process of eliminating sex discrimination among faculty

women. ;'ore freTeently, administrative failure to respond favorably may move some

women to take matters into their own hands. This is particularly so when sex dis-

criminatory Policies and practices relate specifically to their own employment terms

and conditions of work. This action constitutes a first step in the grievance pro-

cess, following a patient (and often long) wait while general appeals and recommenda-

tions continue to bring no improvement.'

Some of the remarks already quoted point out the mafhitude of the task ahead,

if not a sense of hopelessness, even before any specific grievances are presented;

on the other hand, even extensive unsuccessful efforts concerning specific grievan-

ces do not mark the limit of one's endurance:

",ix months earlier I had politely talked to the trustees about these issues
but lack of action and commitment in the ensuin, six months indicated these
ideas were not taken seriously by the administration; i.e., they were
passively allowing discrimination by not making wholehearted efforts to
remedy inequalities."

It should 'ce CMOEkGi7rA even he 'ore '.:e examin..,. the r3ecorr1 response pattern that
the

difficulties women encounter in academia begin even while they are still in graduate
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school, where their bargaining power is weak, to say the least"

"When I was at grad school a new professor attempted to 'seduce' me both
intellectually and sexually, asking that I drive him home after evening
classes, plying me with French wine, etc. I rejected his advances and dis-
cussed my case with other grad students and a former woman professor who
had been my first advisor and helped me in obtaining my grad assistantship.
At my oral exams he proceeded to try to discredit both my thesis and my
former advisor. Finally, without my breakdown or any support from the
other committee members, he relented, stating that the drilling was just
part of the 'rites of pissage."

Another student has a more dramatic variation on the same themes

"In order to pass my prelims, I prostituted my body. In order to have my
dissertation accepted, I am prostituting my mind. The body prostitution
was successfully executed: the mind prostitution is still in process."

Intellectual competence seems to be especially under fire in graduate school dis-

guised in unexpected ways:

"I believe the oral examination for my dissertation was an extreme case of anti-
female prejudice. Certainly. it was the occasion of the most personally wounding
attack I ever experienced. Briefly, the meeting started off with a bitter
criticism of my prose style and germanic length sentences. Not ever having
learned my place, I responded with a vigorous defense. It was all down hill
after that. One of my committee members actually referred to me as 'Ilsa
Koch.' The research was eventually published, and the discovery that I had
made seiendipitiously was later independently replicated by another investi-
gator."

The second stage or response pattern usually begins with a special request for

improving the terms of employment. It is usually addressed to the department head

or immediate superior. 1c3eyond this point the specific grievance takes an erratic

course which varies from one campus to the next. Irrespective of direction, the

appeal process is usually long and arduous, as well as frequently painful and disap-

pointing. It may involve repeating over and over the well-documented information to

intermediary committees and administrators up to the college president or niversity

chancellor. Not infrequently, it is during this stage that the grievance process

becomes an adversary relationship, a state of events on which we will focus later.

1. Getting One Foot in the Door.

Many women report that they occupy marginal positions of temporary or part-time

employment. Usually, these positions are not on the "tenure track." Furthermore,

in many cases the terms of employment are quite unfavorable and exploitative com-

pared with similar positions held by men:
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"The followin- two academic years were spent workine. essentially full-time
but unsalaried here on other department members' research projects, using
their research and computer funds, At the same time, two white male re-
search workers were workine in the same area at salaries of approximately
10,060 per annum each and produced Car less research than I did,"

An appointment mai also be marginal by being in a department or program which

is outside the woman's discipline or in an area peripheral to her own seecialty,

as the followinr reear%s reveal:

"I was called in by the acting head of the Psycholo.y Denartment to see
if I would help teach the introductory course, 'le was very straightforward
in pointine out that it was not a position that carried consideration for
faculty tenure, but of course I hoped that point would be reconsidered,
After some discussion I was accorded the title of 1:isiting Assistant Pro-
feseor, The eniversity'was in a bind that year for a statistics teacher,
so they also, at my insistence, gave me that title,"

reepitism rules also are cited as cne administrative policy barring the

employment of otherwise qualified academic women, althoueJ1 such practices are dis-

criminatory and illegal, ikspite the double standard implied in nepotism, the

department may have little choice but to follow the university's policy:

"I had particular difficulty in obtaining employment due to the previous
existence of a nepotism rule at our Institution, (7.y husband is also an
economist,) Durine the time I sought employment there, male economists were
hired with lower qualifications, and I was not. In the end, the nepotism
rule was overturned, but I had to work part-time until that happened."

'hut nepotism rules may also be conveniently abandoned by a department:

"The university refesed to hire me except on a eart-time basis because my
husband was in the same department, theoretically because of a 'law'
a "ainst nepotism. ler husband, who was tenured and an established scholar,
resigned and left, I was then hired full-time by the department.
husband was then re-hired, and we both now have tenure. Of course, the
danger here is that the husband might be dealt rut: we commuted for two
years (coS miles by air) before everything7 was straightened. out. In our
case the strataeem worked,"

Perhal)s the 77reatest degree of exploitation "or academic women occurs when they

accept part-time aprmintments. Mich an appointment, unlike that of most Tale aca-

demicians, usually constitutes the woman's only employment. Although practices

perceived ae ex:.citative vary, discrimination typically reaches the mint of being

blatantly over% in employment, as in the follovin,7 cases

lectereshie is temporary Bart. -time work, according to the university,
bet I really have fall-time load in the fall term and a 2/3 load in the
spring, ny contract is for one tern at a time and my pay is ';1,500 per course.
This sprinte I was selected for a grant cf 2,000 from the National -]ndcwment



for the Humanities, but T. could not not receive the grant because my appoint-
ment was not a 'regular' appointment. Had my position been one in which I
might take 'future contributions' by teaching, I would have been eligible
to receive the award. I am fully qualified to hold an Assistant Professorship
as I have a Ph.D. and two publications. I complained to the English Depart-
ment that the terms of my appointment were unfairly excluding me from receiving
grants or stipends from nn, The department passed a regulation that they
would 'study' the circumstances of the lecturer and attempt to insure 'pro-
fessional status' for the lecturer's' position as an appointment of 'indefinite
duration,' meaning that I would be assured of employment as long as the enroll-
ment of students in freshman '.inglish (the only classes I am allowed to teach)
remained constant. I am not particularly optimistic that women who hold such
lectureships will be granted real professional recognition soon. That posi-
tion has traditionally been reserved for graduate students, but in practice is
mainly limited to faculty wives with masters' degrees whose pay per course is
even less than that given me."

exploitation may even constitute one's entire career pattern, as the same woman goes

on to say:

"Prior to receiving my present lectureship I was a part-time instructor in
the 'nglish Department of . This positton, like the lectureship, was
sometimes in practice a full-time load (at 1/4 the pay of an assistant
professor) and was likely to continue from one -term to another. ry pay
was A_,000 per course, the same pay as a graduate student received. (I had
a Ph.D. at the time,)"

Appeals rr specific grievances do not always end at the departmental level,

even by women who occupy marginal part-time positions not on a career path. When a

"majority" of the departmental faculty are against a woman's admission to the "club,"

she may appeal her case. Unfortunately, even successful appeals outside the depart-

ment to administrators at higher levels and various faculty committees may not be

able to overturn a departmental decision:

"In the fall of 1970 I taught a graduate course in my field of specialty;
student evaluations placed me highest in the department, Two years later I
was contacted to teach the course again. Instead of proceeding with hiring
me, the course was abruptly cancelled by the department after a two-hour
meeting. 7:eportedly, they were concerned with the possibility of my getting
'a foot in the door,' After this crass example of unprofessional behavior,
I appealed to the-Dean of Arts and '3ciences and the university Affirmative
Action Committee, which pressured the department to reinstate the course.
This accomplished, and still mad, I applied for a regular position in the
department. A job opening with specifications fitting me exactly had been
approved in 1970 but had never been filled. To make a long story short, months
of wranglin' ensued, with a minority of the department 41voring my being hired
and the Dean of A'3 coming in on my behalf. The upshot was that the depart-
ment was successful in claiming that they had no position available and did
not need to hire. Arguing in my behalf was Women's Caucus, Women's Studies
Joard, the Union, the Dean, and the local newspaper. They could not budge
the department. After all this, I filed an 7,ACC complaint last February,
hired a feminiSt attorney, and am suing for the job, back pay, etc."
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Departmental resistance to full-time employment does not stop at eliminsting

the position, despite the qualifications of the female candidate and her proven com-

petence. Ways are found to create demeaning circumstances which are felt to be

practiced because of one's sex, A case in point is that of a woman who went thl.ough

a re-hiring review in order to legitimize her de facto full-time faculty status in a

department where she had taught for several years as a part-time lecturer:

"nth a change in department chairman, I decided this spring to request full-
time status - it !r.eans only one more course to teach since I am already en-
gaged in virtually full-time professional activities and which will result,
of course, in a doubling of salary. The Chairman and the executive Council,
however, Those to regard this request as an application for a position and I
was informed that I should submit my vita for departmental evaluation. I

refused tt) allow this to happen because, I said, I have taught in this depart-
ment for seven years; during the first four I was teaching on a semester-to-
semester basis, After I refused - and with considerable supportive input to
me on the part of a number of other (principally senior) faculty members, -

it was decided that the decision would be made by the ' executive Council,
The Council voted my change from part to full-time status unanimously, How-
ever, it did so with considerably more discussion than I feel the issue deserved.
My vi ti was circulated in the Council. I feel that I was submitted to still
another 'hiring' review and I resent it terribly. In the course of all this,
I was reminded several times by my chairman that I was placing myself in
jeopardy of being denied tenure and losing my job while, in my previous part-
time circumstance, this would not happen, I told him I was willing to take
the risk - and I am e- but I feel this constitutes some harassment nonetheless."

In addition, the female candidate for full-time status must contend with pract-

tices involving double standards in admission and qualifications, the "buddy system,"

and with manipulated facts to conceal discriminittion, as is pointed out in the fol-

lowing excerpt from a women's groupwriting to a university chancellor in behalf of

a female candidate who was turned down for a position:

"It appears, furthermore, that women are asked to join what are, in fact,
rigged comnr(-itl(ns, since the Dopartment considers itself formally or in-
formally found to some, but not all, of the candidates. In this case, a
woman was supposed to compete cn 'Equal' terms with two male candidates who
had already teen favorably reviewed in the past by the faculty. For a woman
to be chcser. 3n these conditions, she should have had such extraordinary
qualification:, that hiring her at a junior rank would have been offensive.

"It appear:; from the 1..partment's commitments that lectureships are not of-
fered to white males without at least informal promises about the future,
while ethnic minorities and females can be offered token appointments to
dead-end pesitions. '(-2 consider that this double standard clearly perpetu-
ates dis.:riminatory patterns, while attempting to conceal discrimination in
the overall statistics."

Part of the difficulty in finding suitable employment is attributable to the
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highly specialized, trainitv, which academicians receive. The specialization problem

may be compounded for academic women when they seek employment. Here is the strata-

gem used by one woman in order to overcome the sex-related inequities which women

usually encounter in competing; with men in the academic marketplaces

"There were no jobs in my original field, I was, I believe, the first woman
to get a Ph.D. from my school in the study of religion. Given that I had

all A's and splendid recommendations, I could have followed a career in this
subject had I wished to remain unmarried and teach at some place like Alta-
vista, ',lest Virginia for the rest of my life. I chose instead to use my under-
'graduate major, which was also my graduate school minor, in Social Relations
and to advertise myself as a sociologist at a time when the market for sociolo-
gists was quite open. In other words, my strategy was to change fields, first
from religion to sociology, and then to anthropology when a department chairman
during an interview told me that I wman anthropologist and that I was going to
start an anthropology major. I kept my mouth shut - I wasn't an anthropologist
at the time, 'eut I wanted the job. This kind of thing isn't really lying, but
an 'imaginative' reworking cf one's background for the combat that goes on in
job hunting. I have acquired a real estate license to fall back on when the
whole teaching bit becomes too much - at least this gives me a feeling of inde-
pendence when I look at prospective jobs and makes me hold out for a higher
salary or position. I may wind up as a small businesswoman yet; at least I
must think of alternatives to the tenured professoriate."

Of course, men as well as women find it difficult nowadays to obtain suitable

employment in their fields because of a tight employment market. This is particularly

true in many of the highly specialized hard science fields where woman are minimally

represented and which puts them at a strop; disadvantage in the communication networks

of the "buddy system," After di3counting market conditions, however, one cannot deny

the possibility that the employment histories of cur respondents, such as those cited

above, are not free of sex discriminatory practices.

3y contrast, exceptionally qualified women find it difficult t) obtain employ-

lent even when they have all the credentials, academic honors, experience, and publi-

atioxss

"I have been unable to get a job for this academic year. I have written 60-100
letters and the only job I was offered was a one-year replacement for a man gn
a fellowship with no prospects of reappointment. It is possible that my being
a feminist has something to do with this situation. I cannot get a grant to
revise my feminist dissertation into a book. In my position with rol I have
heard so many horror stories about women with superb gifts and credentials.
In the case ry local chapter filed against a local university, I learned .so many
disillusioning things about the academic establishment that finally I began to
feel that especially in this very tight job market it was not necessarily my
record which couldn't compete, but my feminism which was threatening."
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It is evident that academic women active in the movement are especially vulnerable

to a permanent state of unemployment even before they have lifted one finger in

protest:

2. Both Feet, In?

i!o less serious are the problems and tribulations of academic women occupying

full-time "regular" positions. This would include women who have tenure and enjoy

the security which tenure brings.

In the first place, outrightly exploitative treatment because of one's sex is

often perceived by our respondents as they compare themselves with male colleagues;

"In our meeting the president said openly that if he could hire a woman for
F.,000, he would, when he might have to pay a similarly qualified man ':12,000."

This is precisely because these males constitute important reference groups in a

professional context:

"I was expected to share my office with the two female graduate students since
it was thought that they would be more comfortable there than in the graduate
student room which, by custom, was all male. I protested this vigorously and
successfully, although in the long run it proved to be a mistake as my asser-
tiveness was used against me."

Respondents are particularly sensitive to the injustice of being placed in demeaning

and degrading situations which accentuate their second-class citizenship:

"exist attitudes have become even more blatant. The culmination of the
daily degradin7 treatment of women, which is far more damaging than salary
inequities and professional advancement, came when the women were purposely
and rudely inored at a meeting of the state trustees board to which they had
been previously invited."

Perhaps no statement summarizes more effectively the extent to which academic women

who occupy regular positions can be exploited and mistreated than the following:

":'or two years I tried to peacefully negotiate within the department, but
power inequities made my bargaining position weak. The department policy
involved discrimination in not allowing me Equal participation in department
discussions and decision making, unequal course assignments, unequal choice
of content courses, inequitable course loads, discriminatory interference in
my courses, and departmental toleration of harassment. The final discrimina-
tory act was the department's recommendation to the president that I be
replaced."

3ut when exploitation reaches intolerable levels and a woman appeals for correction

of inequities, her appeals .f.1.1 into bureaucratic quicksand, as the following respond-

ent narrates:
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"I tried the channel approach first. The result was that the Affirmative
Action Officer denied my four meetings with her. She is the Assistant
Dean and the token woman. Also, the Dean fired me over the phone. There was
much intimidation. Then I went to the Internal Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee. The result was that they found sex discrimination but I really
had to push them to the wall. Two members of the committee, both token
women, voted against sex discrimination (or were not understanding of women,
I believe) because they thought my voice was too sweet - 'not harsh enough.'
I tried to get an academic hearing for seven months."

Often it is possible for exploitation to take place because the college or

university lacks appropriate procedures for hearing grievances, as the preceding

example illustrates, 3ut, in addition, even when an academic woman succeeds in

having such procedures established in order to resolve her grievance, it is possible

for administrators to undermine important principles of "due process" to which all

faculty members in higher education are supposedly entitled:

"I appealed the decision of not having my contract renewed to a designated
faculty committee - the Senate Subcommittee on Academic Freeedom. Now they
have these procedures - first you appeal, then a group looks into the situa-
tion and makes an informal recommendation; if it isn't accepted, then you
have formal hearings. So I got the investigation. They found that I had been
denied due process and that evidence had not been considered (for example,
my work for two years in women's liberation was not considere4 service to the
community). During the summer (no students around), the department met,
decided that there was no reason to reconsider, and so nothing changed. I

appealed to the other committee in November of the next semester and did
not hear from them until the Spring. Supposedly they met last week to
decide whether or not to hear my case - I still haven't heard. This little
sketch gives an idea about ehe 'asministrative remedies' supposedly guaranteed
to faculty members in the ?acuity Manual."

Further, sex discriminatory policies and practices appear to be equally preva-

lent in the application of two important criteria for promotion - teaching competence

and professional productivity in the form of publications.

On the issue of teaching competence, the term is subject to such broad interpre-

tation as to defy any attempt for a working definition. For example, it may include

the content of the teaching material which, in the judgment of these making decisions

concerning a faculty woman's professional future, may be considered to be "inappropri-

ate," but which, in fact, raises important questions of academic freedoms

"The Promotion and Tenure Committee of the college recommended non-promotion
from instructor to assistant professor on grounds of teaching competence,
saying, among other things, that I used a non-academic text in my course
(Our 73odies, Our Selves). In one meeting with the committee I was questioned
for an hour on the book with the implication that I was teaching propaganda -
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encouraging students to masturbate, engage in premarital sex, use birth
control, and explore their personal problems with homosexuality in class,
I immediately sent a personal challenge to the chairman of the committee
and taped an interview with him about the logic of the recommendation.
I appealed to the president of the college to overrule the committee, and
to the department faculty who in turn informed their and my students,
Students, teachers, and the department as a whole sent letters to the presi-
dent, refuting the committee's claim that I was not competent and arguing
that the education was relevant, necessary, and appropriate for the students.
Some letters were clear about the sexism of denying a teacher the right to
teach women about themselves, and thus denying the women the right and oppor-
tunity to learn it, The president received about 40-50 letters in three days."

On the other important criterion for advancement - professional publications -

sex discriminatory practices may take several directions. One of these concerns the

question of authorship status and the right to publish work in which the academic

woman has had a partial or even major share in its creation:

_"Five years after completion and copyrighting of my dissertation, I still
have not been able to obtain permission from my dissertation advisor to
publish it either in full or in part, either jointly with him or on my own."

The norm of "publish or perish" in academia may sometimes incite a roman to

take action which will place her credentials in a more competitive position and raise

her status in her own field. Sometimes the strategy works, as in the following case:

"During 1969-70 I wrote a paper at the request of a male medical colleague
concerning research findings from a project in which he had originally
written a proposal and obtained funding. The paper was submitted to the
American Psychiatric Association for presentation at their annual meeting with
his name as first author, and he subsequently read the paper at that meeting.
A panel who heard it approved it for publication in the American Journal of
Psychiatry. Due to my efforts to raise his consciousness regarding women's
and Ph.D.'s status, he grandly said 1/ name could be first, although he said
he had first intended to have his name as first author (although I had written
it in toto and did or supervised the research in toto, occasionally even dis-
regarding his wishes or dictates). He subsequently encouraged me to apply for
a grant in my own name, which the Psychiatry Service Chief who had left would
not have permitted."

If the issue of sex discrimination is not pressed vigorously or debated openly,

a good record of publications may prove to be a successful route to advancement:

"The only thing I really did was to try to publish my head off so no one
would have any excuses. This year, four books and a number of articles in
the best journals later, I finally made it to associate professor at a 'good'
department (not distinguished or strong). I do believe I have enough stuff
published to bet by for full professor but I wcn't worry about that now."

But publishing one's head off may not necessarily be the solution to career mobility!)

"I still feel the best stratagem is to be superwoman; I had two books in
press when re-hired. But of course even being superwoman might not works"
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in fact, professional publications may bring on a state of unemeloyability, Here is

a case where a woman who had fought openly for equal treatment found that she was

unemployable; despite her extraordinary achievements:

"I find myself unable to get a job, wasting four university diplomas.
Currently I have 28 professional publications, 19 professional presenta-
tions, and ten years' successful teaching experience."

2eyond the problems which credentialism bring to academic women, the stated or

understood policies are not always in accordance with actual practices on some

campuses. For sometimes the criteria suddenly change whena, woman comes up for

tenure, that critical moment when the "up or out" decision must be made. Teaching

competence, for example, may cease to be important even though the professor was

hired to teach and those in a position to know - the students - come up strongly in

her defense. The following excerpt from a college student newspaper illustrates

the case in point where the respondent had been deluged with 750 student signatures

in her behalf from both current and cfraduated students:

"I have never in my four years of college education experienced an
instructor with such a love and understanding of her field, with the
means by which to communicate it in the true manner of the 'art of
teaching.' I thnk that the size of classes and the loyalty of her
students, to whom she gave so much, will certainly attest to her teaching
ability."

The evaluative criteria may also vanish alto nether when a woman comes up for tenure,

as another campus newspaper retorts al:cut a re:7pondent fi7htinr for her job,

"There was no iniication in the faculty (.3elo that the criteria for tenure was
any different than the criteria for reappointment."

followed by an explanation as to why the code was no longer in operation:

"In a note to notifying her of the tenure decision taken in her
case, Professor had pointed to the'realities of our tenure situation'
in forcing the 'step taken with regret' in denying her tenure, He testified
yesterday that with 13 or 14 younger professors in the department and only
two or three vacancies forseeable in the next 10 to 15 years, the department
had to be 'very, very prudent in our decisions in deciding not to recommend
Ns. for tenure,' Asked if other members in the department were concerned
with the tenure situation, he replied that they were 'acutely aware of it.'"

It is interesting to note in this case that the incident occurrad in a prominent

women's college in a department consisting of 15 men and 9 women, of which 13 of the

men were tenured and only four of the women,
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In general, the consensus of respondents runs as follows: a woman may be

judged solely on the basis of the criterion regarding productivity, although no

written policy is provided and male colleagues withovt publications have been ad-

vanced. The publication issue is particularly important in graduate departments of

large prestigious universities where an academic woman must show "superior" perform-.

ance according to the evaluative criteria, philosophical bias, or even subspecialty

currently in fashion in the department. 7urthermore, exactly what this "superior"

performance consists of at the time may be or is likely to be defined more by sex-

related factors than by her actual academic achievements. That seems to count mostly

is an affirmative answer to the question, "Is she a good buddy?"

3. Administrative Tactics.

It has already been shown that, unlike consciousness raising, attempts to find

redress to specific grievances may, and frequently do, receive considerable resist-

ance from our respondents own colleagues and administrative officials. However,

despite the fact that decisions affecting her future may rest with the department,

grievances are often taken outside the department following failure to find redress

within. In any case, since final authority usually rests with higher administrative

officials who have the power to overturn departmental and committee recommendations,

it is here that we must look for the kinds of tactics which are used to keep academic

women in their place.

311t first we must remind our readers that even before an academic wLe,s raises

her voice in protest, like other women she has to deal with the fer-' :;'Pe s

which are sure to cone her way. :ore frequently than not, this iL .2n she

ventures to question the judgment or authority of her male superiors, especially if

they also happen to he her employers. One newspaper account descrning the local

scene of sex discrimination in the neighboring catnpusos sums it up rather nicely:

"''omen who have experienced problems with university administrations are
told that the problem is a 'personality conflict' rather than results of
underlying sexist attitudes. Ns, found herself classified as being
'particularly sensitive,' over-reactIng,' a 'difficult woman,' a
'hysterical female,' 'uncooperative,' and 'immoral.'"
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The first line of defense on the part of administrators is to deny that any sox

discrimination exists at all: what has really been occurring in academia over the

past century is something else. One administrator calls it "oversights," as this

respondent indicates:

"The next action taken by the President was in summer when he wrote to
us saying he had completed his study and found five women and one man
to be underpaid as a result, not of discrimination, but of oversights.
He also revealed what had been used to determine whether the salary a
faculty member received was equitable. Among other criteria, he listed
'willingness to accept offer proferred.'"

Secrecy, often used under the name of "confidentiality," seems to be the first

line of defense for most administrators. This tactic makes the academic woman

especially powerless to respond or to take action in her own behalf. It begins even

as the academic novice prepares to find her way into academia:

"There were unfair and professionally damaging secret recommendations from
professors in my dossier. The letter one of my professors wrote for me was
put first in my confidientail dossier, and when some kindly interviewer
showed it to me four years later, I was appalled. I prevailed upon the
Dean of my school to get the professor involved to remove his letter, not
without considerable difficulty. The Dean was on my side, but the pro-
fessor thought his letter was performing a service to his colleagues. He

was upset because I had breached sprofessienal ethics' and seen my confidential
dossier even though he had character assassinated me and several other stu-
dents who also had to remove his letters from their dossiers. I think it is
imperative that every woman who has not seen what her professors are saying
about her should get ahold of her file. The easiest way is to have a friend
teaching at another institution send for it and then forward it to the can-
didate. ror people who don't have any friends in a position to do this
(graduate students who don't know anyone who can pose as an employer),
organizations such as 3ociologists for Women in Society should set up a
list of people who will get your file for you. "e are facing 'recces,-e'. e-lation

escalation' and might as well play the game."

Later we shall see how character assassination may adversely affect a woman's pro-

fessional career.

Additionally, if the intention of the administration is to do ;leizling, commit-

tees may be used as devices to thwart action:

"The members of the committee were bound by 'confidentiality' and therefore
their decision could be either accepted or rejected by the president. The
president did in fact accept their evidence and decided in my favor. As a
result I received a promotion and tenure several months after the terminal
contract was issued."

And departments can also emoloy secrecy tactics if the administrators decide to look

the other way:
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"Despite the university's clear regulations on hiring practices, the opening of
these positions was never publicly advertised. The secrecy with which the
department surrounds its hiring procedures prevents any input from graduate
students, special interest groups such as ours, or nationwide groups and
committees of the Association. This policy of secrecy casts doubts upon the
manner in which the department is complying with the search procedures stipu-
lated by the Affirmative Action guidelines,"

Closely related to secrecy in its use as an administrative defense are delaying

tactics. These take all kinds of forms. Bouncing the ball back and forth between

department and administration, setting up another committee to investigate, or advo-

cating the desirability of awaiting the completion of an Affirmative Action Plan are

all examples of such tactics. Here is one statement by a respondent which includes

other elements as well;

"Since becoming involved on this University Committee on the Status of uomen
(as co-chairperson), many incidents have occurred. qe wanted to send out a
letter to all women in the university informing them of the assistance we
could give them, le wanted to include a mailing of university faculty sala-
ries (broken down on the basis of sex and departments). The administration
held up the approval of the mailing labels until two days before the meeting
was to occur, The Committee has offered to help with the development of the
Affirmative Action Program. The administration has been hostile; our records
were pulled'in the personnel office to see if we (co-chairpersons) were
'trouble-makers.' A meeting was requested with the university president.
le were told to phone back. A subsequent phone call indicated that the presi-
dent was too busy 'right now.'"

Usually, a delaying tactic appears as a general statement of the president or

chancellor who informs the public that sex discrimination is under study. Here is a

typical newspaper announcement:

"The report was published this summer following a year's study by a aven-
member faculty subcommittee appointed by the chancellor. A copy of the
report was unavailable from him in mid-July although material from it was
included in a series in this newspaper. He was reportedly studying it at that
time, In a letter to academic deans, directors, and department haals fol-
lowing the report, he said, 'further interpretation is very mu:h in order,'
but added that 'it is of course essential that university policy a:1d practice
reflect equity and fairness in its relations with employee members of both
sexes.' His letter also commented that the university should 'look far more
intently than it has in the past to the womanpower pool, actual or potential,
as a source for its greater strength and improvement.'"

Of course, uninvolved persons may not question the sincerity of the chancellor.

But women with prior adverse experience of their own may interpret this statement

as mere idealist!.c double talk designed to delay initiation of any concrete Affirma-

tive Action Plan, let alone implement such a Plan.
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It is important to note in the above excerpt that the chancellor's statement

contained en attempt to create divisiveness beiween the sexes under the claim of

equality and fairness. This is another tactic frequently reported as being used by

administrators:

"The strategy at my university is to tell every white male they don't hire
that he wasn't hired because they had to hire a woman or a black. This
response has been reported to me so many times that I think it has to be a
strate:7y. It really works well in developing anti-feminist hostility toward
both the feminists and women not yet feminist who are achievement oriented -

otherwise knwon as 'pushy.' Rut 'they' can't really tell the difference -
we all look alikei"

Divisive tactics also include other combinations of academicians besides men versus

women and white men versus black men:

"All the familiar divisive tactics have been used, including attempts to
negotiate with individual. women, rather than the committee, and efforts to
pit women and minorities against each other."

Even trustees appear willing to engage in divisive tactics:

"The trustees have rejected the idea of local Affirmative Action Officers
(and apparently separate Affirmative Action Programs). Instead they are
developing a response to pressures by recommending a central office - a
further limit to the self-determination of women on each campus. One mem-
ber of the Trustee Personnel Committee, a black, has flattered blacks at
this college, but he is totally ill-informed and condescending regarding
women. His insistence on the Central Office developing programs for the
individual campuses has caused a difference of oeinn amonrr women and
blacks here. The latter seem to think that this tet.e is a fine surrorter
of Affirmative Action; the women do not."

One of the principle tenets of academic :.at academicians seek and

teach the truth to the younjer generation. 'gut thi norm does not seem to apply to

some administrators:

"The result on all of the women has been extreme discouragement, some
retaliatory measures, and, more recently, downright lies from the adminis-
tration: I've never caused any trouble on campus before, but Ilms suddenly
some kind of ozre."

According to this respondent, misleading and deceitful statements are more or less a

routine administrative counter stratagem.

7requently, the reward system may be effectively used to manipulate the women or

their supeoxters, -J'ach tactics may serve to deny legitimate appeals for correcting

inequities. :Tor example, excuses such as nepotism rules and insinuations of incom-

petence often hide the real intentions of administrators:
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"All requests to improve my professional situation met with evasions,. frowns,
put-downs, allegations (quite unjustified) or professional inferiority and
nepotism. 1y husband wr1-1 npw and. very junior in the department and was intimi-
dated into not arTuing my case very vigorously."

Intimidation may also thwart the work of a duly appointed committee for corrective

actions

"Unfortunately, in our region 1-rrl leaves much of its work to these women's
commissions it has created on campus. If these women are successfully
intimidated by the administration, nothing happens."

In sum, denial of sex discrimination, secrecy, double-talk, delaying tactics,

manipulation of individuals and groups, divisiveness, outright deceit, and intimida-

tion appear to be typicaladhinistrative tactics. These may become intermingled with

other matters which have been raised such as inappropriate procedures for appealing

a decision, how much weight to give to teaching, publications, and other criteria,

and where the final responsibility lies for decisions affecting an academic woman's

future.

4, Counter Noyes hi the Protestors.

lhat are some of the counter moves used by women as they attempt to seek and

stabilize equal employment opportunities and conditions of work for themselves and for

other women without resorting to appeals outside the "channels"?

Some counter stratagems are very specific and quite revealing:

"I think we would have been unsuccessful at overturning the nepotism rule if
these rules had not been abandoned at nearby institutions at about the same
time, Also helpful In overturning the rule were the concerted efforts of
women in my department. Their strong feelings about my case were heard by
a sympathetic department chairman."

,!owever, when there are no women in a department to begin with, unlike this case, the

pressure to hire a woman may be brought by women outside the department:

"I hear from the women on campus that there was quite a lot of pressure
brought to bear on my department to fill this vacancy with a woman."

Here is an example where the members of an organized campus women's group have en-

gaged in a range of activities in which they have made some inroads. Note that

their serious pursuits even include an implied threat of filing a complaint or suits
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"Through our Association of Faculty ''omen, in particular, me, in the two cases
which have been carried through to completion, we have used letters with docu-
mentation of the inequities and conferences with department chairman or dear.,
with the implied threat of filing a complaint or a suit, In one case we got
an appropriate rank and salary, though temporary; in the other, we got tenure
at the rank of lecturer in place of lecturer with a 3-year contract."

The results are sometimes favorable when there is a campus-wide coalition of sympa-

thizers, as we saw earlier in the case of a professor who was denied tenure. But

sometimes similar strategies fails

"heri my contract was not renewed, the students had demonstrations - this did
not work. 90 people tried some of the 'street tactics,' which did not work."

Another specific employment issue is pregnancy, a condition which might sup-

posedly interfere with a woman's professional performance. Here is how one respond-

ent effectively resisted this discriminatory attitude:

"I was refused reassurance of reappointment as instructor when pregnant. I

persisted and was reappointed. No woman in the department has since had the
problem. ren now realize that women can be mothers and professors."

The single and most important weapon cited by the respondents is adverse pub-

licity against the institution. Here is an example of one "deal" which a victin

made with the president of her college:

"We made a deal. she assured me that I 'had nothing to worry about,' that
is, she would overrule the Faculty Promotion and Tenure Committee. I prom-
ised her that I would not bring down any outside publicity on the college.
In my initial appeal I had mentioned about twenty organizations who would
support me publicly if I requested. I also had contacts with local papers
and with people in other universities where they were writing articles on
the firing of radical professors. In the case of my college, publicity
and the threat thereof was important because the school is suffering a
declining enrollment, partly because students feel the education is not
relevant. It was bound to reflect badly on the college."

The following remarks of another respondent describes more amply the general effect:

of publicity for protesting women;

"Given the existence of executive Orders and the various titles which can
force compliance, I feel the single most important factor bringing about
change is the existence of an organized group of women who have the power,
mainly through access to the press or other publicity, to reveal inequities
and thus both publicly embarrass institutions (which, being academic, must
pride themselves on liberal humanism) or result in investigations by govern-
ment authorities (also embarrassing) or in actual withdrawal of funds
(always more a threat than a reality). Thus we have always sought and
received good coverage of our activities and complaints in the student and
city press, besides having our own newsletters and engaging in much corres-
pondence."
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Coalitions of women may also employ other counter stratagems to force reluctant

administrations to correct inequities. !!ere is one such example in which the com-

plaints of individuals are incorporated into a combination of approaches:

"Our written documents - position papers and a -0-page affirmative program -
formally made suggestions for change in most categories - hiring, promotions,
salaries, sports, women's studies, etc. '.xtensive but inadequate correc-
tions have been made in salary inequities, hiring goals for women, overdue
promotions, clarification of dead-end ranks which mainly women are deposited
in forever, examination of differences in financial support for women and
men graduate students, beginning examination of gross inequities in classifi-
cation of women in civil service positions.

Individual coplaints of women usually involve improper academic rank, with
salary a secondary inequity. There have been many of these and have been
handled through either official or unofficial channels. 'Jomen come to us
sometimes first, or second after being either an,,;ered or humiliated by their
encounter in the Chancellor's office. In the two cases which have been
carried through to completion through our Association of Faculty Uomen, we
have used letters with documentation of the inequities and conferences with
department chairman or dean, with the implied threat of filing a complaint
or a suit. 01

In this example, observe that organized group action, documentation, use of both

formal and informal channels,'and threats of filing a complaint or law suit all help

to effectuate favorable results.

3ut, alas, the odds are overwhelmingly against the academic woman when she

appeals for corrective action of her specific grievances through established channels.

Tor frequently she finds no redress to her complaints; and the grievance process,

which began as an appeal to correct inequities, quickly deteriorates into an

adversary relationshi . At this stage of the process the final sex discriminatory

act may consist of,benign neglect and inaction, tokenism and ostracism, a gradual

and effective isolation of the "trouble maker," or even outright firing of tenured

faculty women. come of the protestors manage to find employment elsewhere. The

majority of them, however, unable or unwilling to leave the campus or the area,

fight back with anpeals to activist women's groups, government agencies, and the

courts. The stage of open confrontation has begun.

C. Confrontation

The response pattern of confrontation constitutes the culmination of the griev-

ance process. This is identifiable in our study as appeals which go beyond the
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campus boundaries or, more accurately, appeals which an academic woman makes outside

the institutional channels for resolving grievances.

Almost without exception, the cases in the sample indicate that the respondents

seek other help after they have failed to find any satisfaction from campus deci-

sions or have reached an impasse with their departments or administrations. Ile have

also seen that in many cases appeals through available grievance procedures are

largely or entirely ignored:

"Discrimination was apparent in salary, terms and conditions of work,
harassment while on the job, and ultimate firing ('non-renewal') with
no reasons ever given either orally or in writing. I went to the Faculty
Personnel Committee and Deans, to AAUP (both university and national), to
the American Civil Liberties ITnion, the state discrimination commission,
to 71;;CC, and finally to a private lawyer."

The following quotation expresses more clearly why many academic women decide to go

all the way, asdif the above respondent:

"':!hy am I going through all this even though I know I will never get a fair
hearing and never get my job back? I don't even know myself. I think it
is because I feel that I must do something because so many sisters do
nothing - somehow I feel that I am doing this for more than me. If I don't
do it, I will be letting others down. I feel that my sisters expect me to
do something - to fight back, so I'm doing it. I also don't want the uni-
versity administration to think that they can just do what the hell they
want, and I really want to annoy them as much as possible. I know that they
thrive on people being beaten into the ground and then just going away -
the oppressor can always count on us falling under the yoke of our oppression -
that is why it goes on for so long. And so I feel compelled to confront the
oppressors. I know that I cannot win because for us to win means a long
struggle and we must all be together; this action is only one moment in
building the kind of unity we need if we are to ever win the struggle."

1. Appeals to women's groups, government agencies, and courts.

During the confrontation stage a woman may direct her apeals to an activist

women's group on campus or to one or more women's groups or other organizations out-

side the campus boundaries. The more frequent course of action is to file complaints

with government agencies. Finally, she hires lawyers and takes her case to court.

The typical response involves appeals to more than one agency, usually the

regional Civil nights Office of the Department of !ealth, "education, and 'Ielfare

(Hit!) and the :qual employment Opportunity Commission (aCC), and, to a lesser

extent, the 'loges and i:ours Division of the Department of Labor and the Fair' 7..
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L]mployn,ent iraetices commission (,77:41\;), state and local discrimination commissions,

and other non governmental groups and organizations:

"In the spring of 1991 I was denied summer employment but all male professors
got it; I was paid h400 per month less than the 11 male full professors in
the school; I was denied a sabbatical modification granted to 28 males but
to no females, I filed a sex discrimination complaint in April, first with
the university's Affirmative Action Office and in May with OFCC."

The discriminatory act which forces women to appeal outside the organization may

sometimes be an outright firing of a tenured faculty member. Appeals to several

agencies is rather the norm, as th, llowing response indicates:

"I filed a complaint with the state civi rights commission and subsequently
with the 20C. 3oth of these agencies claimed that they are so swamped
with cases two or three years old and were unable to do anything about my
complaint. I contacted the YE:1 Civil Rights Office, the (2,A, IN7A, and the
Labor Department Office of Contract Compliance. None of these agencies
could or would assist me. In May I filed a suit in the U.S. District Court.
3o far I have met with nothing but failure. It is too early to predict the
outcome of litigation."

Individuals may also press their complaints as a group. They may express con-

cern for their own cases, for other faculty women, or even include the entire campus

female population, including non-acae-,ic women:

"The extent of discrimination became visible during a self-study conducted
which coincided with an !El complaint at two other universities in the state
system, In June nine faculty members filed suit in Federal Court, charging
discrimination against women in hiring, salaries, promotion, tenure, and
assignments (but mostly salary),

The following response reveals how group action works:

"'de filed a complaint with 1-131 and -i,r,]0C based on data on salary and years at
college obtained from a friendly Dean. The complaint was signed by all the
tenured women. 'le have had to use continual pressure to bring these agencies
to do their job, among which has been getting a senator to contact them in
our behalf (several times). The University has an Affirmative Action Plan
(full of sound and fury, signifying nothing), which we have blasted repeatedly
to the local press. Publcity by the media has been one of our tools. Another
is block voting at the faculty meetings at which committee members are elected.
'de find it essential to have strong tenured women on committees such as
'Appointments and Promotion' and 'Review' which hears grievances. Tle have now
hired a lawyer to help us push our complaints and, if necessary, file suit in
court."

Note that in the second case the protesting women have two advantages: they are less

vulnerable as a group than as iLelellells, and they are all tenured faculty.

Finally, national organizations may get into action. Appeals are specifically
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directed to organizations concerned with sex discrimination, some of which are also

involved in other causes. Such appeals are usually in addition to other kinds of

complaints made with federal or local agencies:

"In the winter cf 1972 we filed a class action complaint of sex discrimination
with the State Commission Against Discrimination. In the spring of 1972 we
prepared to file a sex discrimination complaint with H-;]I; however, at that
time the college had no federal contracts...at the present time the school
does have a sizeable federal contract and we are preparing a new complaint to
file with 1-17,1. In the spring of 19/2 we also filed a complaint with the

-Imployment Opportunity Commission...N04 and FAACP have decided to enter
the complaint in our behalf...',4e also filed a complaint in 1972 with the
Bureau of Labor, Division of 'lazes and Hours...In view of the long delays
encountered dealing with agencies, many of us decided to secure a private
lawyer to take our complaint to court, 1e now have a lawyer..."

The class action type of complaint in the above case is often filed by the national

groups. Here is a case where a national women's organization files in behalf of a

few women:

"I was one of a very small group of women faculty (about 15, of faculty) who
filed with through U.7,A1, about two years ago. We had been told that the
school was to fire ten times more women than men to cut down expenses. I

was the only one tenured and ,the school attempted to cut me back to 70 per-
cent time. AAUP also was balled in and exerted great pressure en my behalf.
The others were dismissed."

As suggested in this case, AAUP's intervention usually involves tenure; it is also

concerned with due process procedures:

"I got some action from both the Uashington office and the local chapter in
drafting and sending a memorandum to the acting president that my grievance
should be investigated with full due process. This was helpful but was as
far as the AAUP was prepared to go; it is national AAUP policy not to get
involved in sending out teams to investigate local grievances resulting
from sex discrimination."

Finally, appeals are made to women's committees and caucuses of the professional

associations by women who refuse to leave any stones unturned as tL3y await action

from any number of sources:

"I filed a formal personal complaint of sex discrimination with the American
Physical Society (APS) Committee on the Status of Uomen in Physics. My com-
plaint was presumably incorporated with others in a written, official report
on sex discrimination issued by the APS. I understand that many copies of
this report have been requested by academic institutions. I have noticed on
my interview trips this year a dawning awareness of the plight of women,
whether due to this report or other influences it's hard to say, but the
impact so far has been much less than that required to get me the job I
wanted."
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2. Mh the Deliberate Speed of a Turtle.

It is one thing to appeal to agencies and courts and quite another to hear from

them, let alone get any results. For after a complaint is filed with a government

agency, there is a long and, to many protesting women, seemingly Interminable waiting

until there is a constructive response.

This is particularly true with FRY, as the following report indicates:

"In July, 1971 I filed a personal complaint of sex discrimination with HVJ
against the university and the department. Six weeks later I received an
acknowledgment that the complaint had been forwarded to the appropriate
regional office, and that was the last I heard from HEW!"

Two years later when this response was received, the woman was still waiting. ;?,ven

complaints filed by women's organizations seem to have the same fate:

"Two years ago NON filed a complaint with HT,T4 against my college; no action
whatsoever was ever taken on this complaint."

But long delays do not seem to be the exclusive characteristic of 10J, as the

following comment indicates:

"I was discriminated against on salary, promotion, and summer employment,
I filed cases with HT,J, la)C, and FSPC. So far yes,/ little has happened.
My cases have been filed with 117.j and T,AIC for over a year, but there has
been no investigator here as yet. F3PC was here this past week so no
decision has been reached,"

Also, women have had similar experiences with state agencies where a two-year delay,

appears to be the norm:

"Then I found had.no jurisdiction at the school, I filed with the state

Human Rights Commission. Now, two years later, the Commission is still
:trying to'boncillate' by giving unlimited time to the school to dally,
waiting for a Supreme Court decision, etc."

Neither are law suits less time-waiting:

"The lawsuits, in which I am one of the plaintiffs, have been dragging on
interminably."

Nevertheless, there are also rare occasions when a government agency acts, Here

is one example where the :;ours and 'lazes Division of the Department of Labor proves

it can initiate an investigation with great speed, But we do not have any evidence

that the final outcome of a complaint filed with this agency is as speedily reached:

"The Faculty :Tomen's Caucus collected questionnaire data from respondents
throughout the university on discrimination in income, tenure, and/promotion
and went to the local Department of Labor office to file suit. A representative
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from there walked into the personnel and payroll office and asked to see
ALL faculty and staff files (without explaining why they had come, since
they were legally entitled to do this), Our Deans consulted with the
head of our Affirmative Action Office who told them that the women would
certainly win the case involving back pay."

3. Open Varfare.

If stalling was an effective administrative tactic before the protesting woman

took her problem-to the nearest Office. of Civil_Rights, to some other egenty,or

to a lawyer or women's group, in open warfare stalling now becomes the administra-

tor's forte. '4e have already seen how delays are achieved with an announcement to

the newspapers stating good intentions but very little else or with an Affirmative

Action Plan "full of sound and fury, signifying nothing," or even with the appoint-

ment of a token woman to head such a plan. Here is how one respondent describes the

stalling act,

"No real successes or failures yet - just lots and lots of waiting and delays
and abortive negotiations."

while another gives us a closer look at why delays may occurs

"The more sophisticated universities know how to stall Hq11, which isn't
too hard, and fool around with their affirmative action plans for months.
Or they can stymie the women's commission that 11'1-.1 has created on campus
so that it accomplishes nothing. Unfortunately, in our region H-T,q leaves
much of its own work to these women's commissions."

The same stalling tactic may be used against a court order in rather surprising

fashion:

"The university has adamantly refused to make records available when ordered to
do so by the court. Their strategy is apparently to delay until we lose
heart and support."

Another administrator may go to even greater lengths in giving the appearance that

something is being done although the move is, in fact, a stalling act:

"Some lip service, and perhaps some actual improvement in
occurred with resard to recruiting new faculty. Several
hired, but mostly token appointments. A black woman has
Special Assistant to the President for Minority Affairs.
be working (all year) on an Affirmative Action Plan, but
appeared to result from this so far,"

practice, has
women have been
been appointed as
She is supposed to
nothing much has

It is possible that administrative stalling may derive from reliance on legalities

rather than on substantive issues of equality, professionalism, academic standards,
a
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and good faith efforts to resolve grievances:

"The administration of my school has been advised by the college attorney
not to do anything about my case until 1EN comes up with a finding. As it
appears from the local regional office's performance thus far, there is
never going to be a finding, and I am getting very tired of calling them
up to remind them that I filed the complaint two years ago."

On those infrequent occasions when an investigation has taken place by a compli-

ance agency, considerable time may also be consumed when the administrator finds it

necessary to conduct a more complete study which will substantiate the findings of

the agency:

"A faculty committee was appointed by the president as a result of the H2W
investigation. The group published a two-volume report on the status of
women at the school and found rampant discrimination in all areas."

Although the president's actions in this case may be considered a necessary first

ste in affirmative action, it is interesting that not too much has happened for

women in that school since the lengthy report was issued, despite the committee's

findings.

To what extent administrators and compliance agencies are reinforcing each

other's stalling tactics is not easily apparent to the respondents. Frequently, this

may not be the situation at all. For we are keenly aware that most college and uni-

versity administrations resent government intrusion (but not government money) into

the "affairs of the university" where freedom of thought must not be corrupted by

political or other considerations. One way to maintain the autonomous nature of

academic institutions (besides weakening the complainant's case) is to declare

publicly for the benefit of the government's investigating team that sex discrimina-

tion does not exist at all, never did exist, and never will exist on that campus.

Je have already seen how this tactic is used privately to discourage protesting women

by denying the existence of salary discrepancies ("oversights") between men and women

faculty. Here is how a campus newspaper reports the opening session of hearings for

two women in whose behalf the government agency was char9:ing the college for sex dis-

crimination:

"The college has 'formally denied any discrimination' according to the
attorney who is representing the college in the commission hearings. In an
interview he stated: say we do not have any discrimination at in
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hiring, employment, promotion, or tenure with respect to race, color, creed,
national origin, sex or age. 'We insist,' he continued, 'that we have not
discriminated against any employee, man or woman, because of sex.'"

'.lath such a statement it should take a little longer to establish whether or not

there is even "cause" for the complaint. The decision in the case is still pending

several months after the hearings ended, In the meantime, the academic community

and the public at large are supposed to accept ipso facto the lawyer's "operation

candor."

Yet our respondents also indicate that it may be more effective strategy,

despite the necessity to remain aloof from contaminating forces, for administrators

to join hands with the compliance agencies:

"HEW just backed up the administration."

'.1e have also seen that some of the protesting women imply or openly state the exist-

ence of accommodating delays by government agencies, especially H7,13; and at least

one of our respondents is able to show some proof of collusion between the HT'l

regional office with a university administration:

"I also met with a group of women from the nearby university who were very
angry that the field compliance officer (black, male) who had investigated
their complaints, filed earlier, had apparently sold out to the university.
I_Inable to get relief from C7, they took their case to court straight away
and were thereby able to subpoena the rid report on their Oases which had
hitherto remained confidential. I read the report and it amply confirmed
their contention."

It would be nearly impossible to ascertain how widespread such outright collu-

sion is. Collusion, however, may manifest itself in many forms such as unreasonable

footdragging, partial resolutions of cases, negative findings which show complete

disregard for the submitted evidence, threatening but not actually withdrawing

federal funds, and failing to establish and demand rigorous and faithful implementa-

tion of affirmative action plans within stated time periods. Otherwise, one is hard

pressed to explain the hard-line strategy displayed by some college or university

executives. Their ultimate weapon would have to be some sort of accommodation or

outright collusion with some of the agencies who are supposed to protect the com-

plainant's professional and civil rights rather than reinforce the arguments of the

defending institution.
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To this date, H77,c7 has yet to withhold funds from any educational institution.

here is one respondent's statement which summarizes the observations of many others;

"At the moment the university is still negotiating with !M but their funds
funds have not teen suspended."

while dilly-dallying is more amply recognized with a pessimistic note by

another respondent;

"HEW is stalling in going to sanction hearings. They have not taken one
single case to hearings since 7,xecutive Order 11375 became effective in
1968. I thought my case would set up a precedent. The fight is not worth it
for my case alone if no precedent is set up.

Finally, administrators can also stall by relying on others besides government

agencies, :311ch partners may be the protesting woman's own colleagues;

"According to the Human Rights Commission, this case would probably affect
every colleee woman faculty member in the state, and therefore the department
doesn't want to rush the school 'since it would be very expensive."'

Or it may be that the delays are caused by some internal institutional problem of

such magnitude that sex discrimination may have to take a back seat, Here is a case

explaining the cause of the delay in which three women established a local '17,AL

chapter and filed a complaint against a large state university:

"The university is still dragging its feet in formulation of an affirmative
action plan - in part a women's issue, but also part of a larger problem
of exclusion of all faculty from policy decisions throughout the university.
There has been some imeroved awareness among some faculty but very little
headway with department heads.

At this point one may wonder: could all this take place in academia? Yes, and

much more. Abuse of power by administrators does not restrict itself to violating

basic civil rights; it is also reflected in non-conformity to norms of appropriate

and responsible standards of conduct entrusted In academic administration. Duch

abuses may range from a mild action of deliberately failing to attempt conciliation,

"Three faculty filed a charge with 7;7,0C, ''fforts by ?":CC to conciliate failed
so we are now planning to file a suit against the university. e have ob-
tained the right to cue a state institution from the justice department."

to wasteful spending, of tuition and tax money:

"They have been unbelievably arroeant to our attorney and have spent a
fortune in taxpayers' money on legal fees, much more than it would have cost
to settle our suit:"

In a letter to the university's chancellor, a women's group which included graduate
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students writes,

"...an implicit - and often explicit - attitude seems to be prevalent among
male faculty members: now that the Department counts three women on its
faculty (after years of ceaseless efforts by our caucus) the 'pressure is
off,' In other words, the University guidelines on Affirmative Action can
now be safely disregarded."

The plot thickens when administrators handle individual grievances and begin

changing the rules, One of the excuses for denying correction of inequities runs

like the "tails I win, heads you lose" argument:

"I have taught for ten years, have had a post-doctoral, and have published
ten papers (and presented another ten) and have won a commendation for
excellence in teaching (both from the Honors students and the AO). Yet,
I still remain untenured. ';:ach year another reason is presented. Last year
the reason was, 'You haven't taught here long enough and the visiting year
doesn't count.' On the previous go-around the reason was, 'You are married
and have a house in this city and aren't going anywhere; there is no urgency
in your case.' A third reason is that my publication record is 'not superior':
since I have been 'out' for a long time, my record should be 'greater,'
Another reason given to me is a double-whammy (you can't win). I am, says
the Dean, not 'integrated into the department' and 'two of your papers are
joint with your departmental colleagues: how do I know you did the work?'
zither way, the rules seem to change and I lose,"

And, unlike the remarks of another respondent indicated earlier, playing the game

submissively may e:et you nowhere:

"I played it quietly, without trying to push, for four years. That produced
no results. In the past year and a half I have been aggressive about trying to
get a fair settlement, and the result is that those who are opposed to my
appointment say, 'Jo don't want such an aggressive woman on the staff.' So
you can't win either way. I filed a complaint with 11-:d more than a year ago;
the university's reaction was that this action showed my bad character."

But, in addition to showing "bad character," filing a complaint is considered to be

unladylike:

"I filed the first sex discrimination complaint against the university! Not
only does a LADY not do such things, including IM11 members, but my having
filed the first case with 7:,CC is especially unforgiveable,"

Secrecy also takes on different forms when complaints or law suits are pending

than when the protesting woman first presents her complaints to her department

chairperson. In the following example the hopeful complainant, waiting for the

government agency to act, fails to realize that it nay be more to the administra-

tion's advantage than to hers not to publicize her case:

"Because I am still fighting to be reinstated, it is better to be silent;
it is a counterstrategy in itself when to out pressure and when to wait,"
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The above respondent might change her mind about the virtues of remaining silent were

she to hear some of the administrative arguments for observing secrecy, One president

was reported in a student newspaper as saying,

"You'd do more damage to people by free and open discussion, even if a person
asks for it."

Character assassination as an administrative "dirty trick" designed to drive

"trouble makers" off the campus appears to be actively pursued by many administra-

tors. Here the stereotypes of women hold full sway:

"I have been entrapped, bugged, taped, quoted, and so forth. One example is
cf a student from the campus newspaper supposedly interviewing me who tried
to get me to say that I'd been giving abortion counseling. My boss is
'pressing' now - has resorted to the ultimate 'zones': mental health and
sexuality, The results on me are that I am unemployable."

The intimidation and harassment against women who file complaints may sometimes

reach unbelievable proportions%

"Last year I filed in federal court against the department for sex discrimina-
tion. You will not believe the personal degradation I have suffered since
filing, using Title VII and the first and fourteenth amendments. The Univer-
sityis trying to locate every illegal act I have ever committed, but fortun-
ately, with the exception of two minor traffic violations, I am 'clean,'
I have been labeled a troublemaker, a firebrand, and emotionally unstable,"

The above respondent had also presented a paper at a professional conference which

led to the formation of a commission on the status of women in her state but which,

according to her, brought her only "personal harassment," Here is an excerpt from a

campus newspaper referring to a tenured professor who had been subjected to constant

threats of firing by her administration:

"Though she has asked repeatedly for reasons for such harassment, President
has alluded only to 'secret documents' holding defamatory material so secret
that even she is not allowed to know their contents, She believes that the
real reason for the administration's repeated attempts at firing is her
active involvement in women's causes...The last attempt followed her filing
a complaint with Ft!."

Jhen eases actually reach the point of scheduling a hearing the entire resources

of the Campus seem to be deployed in order to drive the "enemy" from the campus.

How the reward system is gt-J, this is ,eortrayed by one woman:

"After six days of hearings and some outlandish 'hate' witnesses which the
judge removed from the witness stand or had the federal marshal remove from
the courtroom (because of disturbances), I received a court injunction. There
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was lots of perjury on the witness stand. The Dean under cross examination
essentially admitted his twisted story. Students who had previously supported
me but who now work for my chairman, perjured themselves, too. Faculty
who had written very favorable letters about my teaching ability refused
to say so under oath for fear of being fired. I an back to work now but I
cannot answer my phone because of the obscene phone calls."

Demands for a f .r hearing for a protesting woman may end up with the adminis-

tration setting uo a kangaroo court,

"There were lots of lies, letters backdated by one month from the adminis-
tration, etc, After 3,000 students, staff, and faculty signed a petition
for a fair hearing, a kangaroo court hearing was offered, which I did not
accept,"

and with the complaint ending in court. In some "duly" established hearings even

the top administrator of the school testifies, leading the drive on distortions,

retroactive change of rules to fit the alleged "crime," outright deceitful state-

ments, and false witnesses to discredit the "trouble maker" professionally and

otherwise.

4, The Field After the Battle.

that are the results of confrontation?

At some point during the confrontation stage some administrators may decide to

take the line of least resistance, They make some gesture to resolve the issues, or

at least. some of the issues, Here we are primarily concerned with the outcome of

cases, regardless of whether or not the compliance agency or court of law has made

a final determination or "disposition."

Monetary compensation seems to be the most frequent ty:--; (31' "adjustment" for

resolving 6rievaw;ess But such compensation may not even be the inequi-

ties which protesting women have listed and docuhlentod'as sex-/lated grievances.

Those women who have gone through all the grievance stages almost without exception

view the end results in less than satisfactory terms!

"I have once again failed to receive summer employment. nen with my quali-
fications have teen promoted, but no woman has been promoted on our campus
to my knowledge. There have been some sli47ht nods in our direction with an
insulting ;15 a month adjustment, which is about 1/10th the amount I feel
I deserve."

Furthermore, as the above quotation shows, women who file the complaints do not
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appear to fare any better than those who don't; in fact, their complaints may be

completely ignored 'ceyond the to!oen salary increases given to all the women:

"':any women were given raises above the 5.1; standard increases everyone
was given. qe were also given raises (the chargers) but no poromotions,
tenure, back pay, etc."

nen pressure is brought by a compliance agency, under the adverse and poten-

tially embarrassing publicity a university administration may recognize the demands

of women and make a first move in the direction of compliance. However, even here

the adjustment may be for one year only and does not necessarily indicate any bona

fide attempts to remove inequities for all the campus women for all time. In the

following rare example where a compliance office has shown signs of life, going so

far as to exert some pressure, many women are still hard at work:

"Xy salary for 1972 was '11,450 for 9 months. The average salary for
associate professor was $13,600. I was given a '1,750 raise for 1973
as a result of our investigations and the pressure brought by H7':T. This
also has encouraged the hiring of a few women faculty at cur institution.
',le are still hard at work through our local Committee of :omen on Campus,
AAUP Committee J, Sociologists for ':;omen in Society, and the state Commission
of the Status of ';omen to improve hiring practices, salaries, tenure and pro-
motion for faculty women, staff, professional staff women, and women students,"

In another rare case where a compliance aioncy renlored a final judgment - and a

positive one at that - the lump-sum settlement following years of blatant discrimina-

tion throughout the entire career of a full professor does not even begin to restore

the losses:

"3o far I have hall the offer of reinstatement and 'Ll-'7,000. 7)ut this does
not cover remedies for ry complaints of past discrimination."

And actuall',r tein7 involved in a law suit by one group of women was felt to consti-

tute some degree of progress, especially in view of the fact that a more permanent

base was establiohed for the redistribution of power within the institutiont

"The women involved in the law suit have thus far received substantial
raises, two were promoted, two were granted tenure, and several of us have
found ourselves on important university committees where formerly no women
or only 'safe' women would be fouRd. So I would say that the protection of
having a suit in litigation in a federal court has teen quite substantial, and
that our position is better than that of most women who have relied upon
complaints to administrators to redress their grievances."

However, it is important to note that, as in the previous two cases, that these

"good faith" efforts on the part of the administrators to reduce sex inequities do
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not indicate a planned effort throw:h affirmative action to change the future status

of the women. In short, the accommodation does not involve the necessary institu-

tional re-arrangements, can also wonder how the university committees were con-

stitutel in the last case.

Often complaints and a combination of other circumstances on campus may pro-

voke an arbitrary selective process as to who profits from the token efforts of the

administrators to correct inequities. In this respect they may be quite inconsistent

in the distribution of the rewards to women. For while some women may gain, others

may lose. In the following example both older women and Medical students are the

losers following the filing of a complaint,

"Success has been obtained in'some very subtle ways. The univesity has
promoted one of the younger women to full professor as a token. The older
women are still overlooked. This same person was appointed head of a
women's equality committee: she was to look into encournging women medical
students, which amounts to nothing."

while in another case the losers are part-time women not on the "tenure track":

"The part-tine woven filing the complaint with FE:T: lost but women in the
'regular' positions won."

One explanation for the seemingly unfair results of token compliance which

may exacerbate discrimination rather than eliminate it is that some administrators

do not pay any heed to existing Affirmative Action guidelines which would make it

possible to have a clear policy for equalizing work conditions. This is suggested

in all our cases) if not outri;-htly stated, were is one respondent who indicates

that Affirmative Action Plans may be more a dream than a reality:

"Those few women who had 'regular' positions were given a raise in salry
to bring their pay up to par with men faculty, but the university has,
naturally, fewer women teaching this year than last year. Their Affirma-
tive Action Plan to hire more women has not brought significant numbers of
womer to campus."

bore significant than the token or less-than-satisfactory resolutions to sex-

discriminjtory complaints are the results when administrators decide to take a hard-

line approach. Our re nnnl.r nts indicate- that this is by far the most commonly used

strategy on their campuses. There are several ways in which it occurs. One way is

to completley ignore thy: woman who has filed the complaint while rewarding other
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"There has been no action in my case. A few minimal results for other
women on the faculty - appointment to committees (all very weak at this
college), one appointed professor (we now have two)."

Often such rewards go to women who are non-feminists;

"A latent outcome of my activities on the behalf of women in my department
has been the increase in salary for one woman and the promotion of one asso-
ciate professor to full professor. Ironically (although predictably), both
of these women are 'against women's liberation.' I have mixed feelings about
these latent consequences. I am happy that their injustices have been righted
and yet angry that it has been my activity which has brought this to fruition
and I receive none of the benefits."

Another way is to engage in one form or another of reprisal against one or all the

women who file complaints against their institutions. Harassment and intimidation

are two such expressions' which administrators use to even up the score. One respond-

ent tells how such harassment occurred in the case of another protestor:

"One of the two other women at my university who filed with E:10C after I
did had reprisal against her in the form of destruction of her files or
papers which were in her office."

Still another indicates that husbands' of protestors may be the unfortunate objects

of reprisal,

"There has been a considerable sense of intimidation: two unexplained
episodes of removal of husbands from responsible positions. Their wives
were known as troublemakers."

while another reports that in her university the entire femal faculty were being

punished:

"So far, no success. are hoping the agencies will come through for us.
Since we wrote our initial report and filed the complaints, the salary gap
between men and women faculty has widened."

The ultimate form of retaliation comes when the protestor is herself fired.

In fact, firing seems to be a rather common consequence for academic women who

challenge their employers. Here is a case where the administration made a clean

sweep:

"All the feminists in my university have been fired."

Being fired is also the fate, perhaps not unexpectedly, for part-time workers who

lack the advantages which fully employed academic women have in colleague support

and access to legal mires:11
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"I was one ce.' several women who filed a complaint with I was never
called to teach again. i :ost of the women who were associated with the
complaint were not called to teach again because their circumstances were
the same as mine. could not 'protect' me because their guidelines do
not cover 'part -time workers,'"

It is especially important to note that such a disastrous course of action as

being fired. may occur despite overwhelming support for opposite action, as this

case of highly recommended professor shows:

"I am the first !ion= in my state to win a case with the V.uman eights Com-
mission on the basis of sex discrimination in higher education. I believe
I may be one of the first to achieve both reinstatement and promotion - not
just rehiring. My promotion was recommended by a department committee, the
chairman, and dean. I had top priority in the department, number 2 priority
in the School of Liberal Arts (17 departments). The president turned down
the promotion, arbitrarily. I then filed with the state Commission. The
President fired me, giving no reasons that were of substance. It took hun-
dreds of days to clau my way out of the snakepit:"

And it is also important to note that filing a law suit may make it possible for a

group of women to hold the line against retaliatory measures and even gain support

from unexpected quarters

"3o far the women involved as plaintiffs have not been retaliated against.
Subtle pressures have been applied in some cases, but we have been able to
resist them successfully so far, And although I am sure my male colleagues
are outraged and critical, some have been quite supportive since the lawsuit
was filed over a year ago."

The selective process as to who among the protestors goes and who stays does not

end with the type of employment or even one's proclivity to feminism. '),etallatory

screening occasicnally finds some protesting women winners, others losers, even

when they have filed a complaint together'or were otherwise equally involved in pro-

test activities, In one case where three women grouped together as complainants,

two made substantial pro-Tess for both themselves and other women, while the third

found herself blackballed and even deeper in protest activities in her ostracized

condtion:

"with two other women we established a local VIAL chapter and lodged a
complaint under 7,xecutive Order 11246 through 'EAL with the Department
of H_Th host women have received pay raises though not yet completely
equal to men, and there have been some promotions for some women. Cf the
three original women, two of us have been promoted. The third has been
blackballed and nor has a harassment complaint lodged with H._:"! and 7 7,0C.

In another case, mentioned earlier, where an active women's caucus had succeeded in
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bringing a Department of Labor investigator, one of the protestors suddenly vanished

from sight, while some gains were made for others left behinds

"The group strategy was very effective, except that at least one of the
women involved is no longer at the university. Senior women in particular
have benefitted from the strategy."

In the last two examples it may seem ironic to punish only one of the protestors

who help turn the tide for other non-protesting women. It may even seem outrightly

cruel. Certainly the following words of one sueh casualty suggest an element of

crueltys

"Three years ago I filed a federal contract compliance complaint against
the University. Mich has changed for other women as the result of this
action, but I am unemployed."

But only cruelty can describe the outcome for the protesting woman when she finds

that the only sin she committed - filing a complaint with a government agency -

may follow her all the days of her life as she tries vainly to resurrect her ruined

career. One fUll. professor writes of the unenviable state of being blacklisted

for a position after she had been fired following filing, a complaint as the first

woman on her caMpust.

"I heard from the university that I was not on the final slate, Shortly
thereafter I received a letter from a recent alumna of the school informing
me I'd 'made' it right down to the last four (which included l black and
2 women) but that members of the committee had told her that my references
said I was 'devisive' AND I. HAD ?InD A GT( DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINT AGAIN3T
ANODER STU': !JNIVPSITY!"

Confrontation is the laeJ, stage in the grievance process. Dering this pro-

tracted period of time protesting avademic women face the full impact of power and

resources rr,:llab17) to co) lo and university administrations. The net results are

only ter. , solutions deslc-ned to hush up the complainants and

maintain the otEltu.:; The compliance agencies also miss the-point: ovw1 in those

rare cases where a det'rsination has 'reen reaches), any positive results are almost

entirely limited to monetary (ains, and minimal at that. Past discrimination does

not count, and nr:xt vc,ar's problems can he postpenrA; affirntive action is fre-

quently but an empty phrase. 3ut whatever the outcome, the results stop short of

establishing the necessary institutional framework to cope with a universal problem.
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Nearly all our cases seem to show, in one way or another, unplanned, vacillating,

and unfait policies and procedures in coping with sex discrimination.

Additionally, throuitout our survey we have so far been able to see how admin-

istrative action, sometimes approaching vindictiveness, asserts itself. Now we can

see two after-effects with probably far-reaching implications: one is punishment of

the protestor while rewarding those who do not protest; and the other is ruining the

protestor's career, perhaps for all time. In this respect academic women who decide

to protest sex-related inequities through legal action are likely to become both the

sacrificial lambs and the victims. Some women give up altogether. Others find

outlets outside their campuses for their feminist convictions and their desire to

make wrong right. What protesting women do beyond the ivy-covered walls of academia

'becomes our fourth type of response pattern.

D. Activism Outside Academia

Unlike the first throe response patterns, the fourth does not take place on the

campus or in relation to the proteting woman's own case. Also, it does not involve

making complaints or confronting the administration with law suits. Protesting

academic women also appear to be active in other activities of various types rela-

tive to the women's movement, sometimes in relation to academic discrimination, some-

times not. Women are eno;aTed in a round of activities whose common theme is that

they are discriminated against, not only in academia, but In society:

"I filrd cases with E7CC, HT 'I, and ITPC. I worked through and on our univer-
sity's Status of 'omen Committee, I testified in state capitol before the
state Commission on the Status of Women, I discussed my problems with the
Affirmative Action Officer, my superiors, and public officials. I worked for
passage of the A. I attempted to get appointments on more uninrsity com-
mittees which would demonstrate my willingness, capabilities, and interests."

Some employed women prefer to put their efforts in activities outside their

campuses because of the risks entailed In questioning administrative deciSions and

out of a feeling that protest would be hopeless. 7or such women these efforts to

contribute to the women's movement are both diversionary and compensatory, although

they may also involve risks of another kind. Here is an example of one woman who
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was able to displace her anger and frustration at the same time that she found a

market for *nts:

"Looking back, I see that I did not pursue the available legal remedies at all
vigorously. At first I wondered why, since I am a fairly "confrontation orient-
ed" person. I, who an so ready to "fight" really did not have the guts to
tolerate what I, deep inside, knew would happen. Then, having attended the
hearings of 's case, I believed I couldn't win. The university turned
out all its big guns to try and show that she was incompetent. I knew that if
I had filed a complaint, my employer would testify that I was "abrasive,"
"hard to work with," and suspected that there would also be an attack on my
competence as well. What I did was throw myself wholeheartedly into a different
struggle - that of creating a business with no money and no credit. Because
of the growth of the women's movement and some fortunate decisions, it is
succeeding and growing far beyond my hopes and expectations. qty unthought

out strategy, then, was to retreat on the academic front and fight the enemy
by helping to organize dissent and rebellion In another way. I have also been
very active in NO ", ;, both locally and nationally."

As this respondent suggests, academic women who have been involved in countering

sex discrimination on their own campuses appear to he very active members of national

women's organizations such as NOl and WEAL, often in leadership positions. In such

strategic positions they may even be able to attack the problem of sex discrimination

more effectively, and especially come to the rescue of other women needing help:

"As the President of my state's division of '4omen's Equity Action League (';WAL),
I help women on campuses file charges for sex discrimination against their
universities, T,AL usually files a class action charge In our name to protect
the individual woman. It's exciting to see women who have been kept down for
decades on our campuses finally draw the line and start fighting back."

Academic women who protest sex inequities on their own campuses have also teen

at the forefront of the women's movement in their professional associations, helping

to organize caucuses and the other ad hoc and advisory women's groups to promote

change in their profession and in their departments. One woman who had written a

paper for distribution to the governing body (Council) of her professional associ-

ation says the following about her efforts as a member of the women's caucus:

"embers of +he ne:41y formed Association for :'omen Psychologists (AWP)had
ohserw,A male psychologists participated In rap sessions in which
women revealed the details of their experiences in graduate school and in
job-seeking and their pain, they often experienced a radical change in their
perspective. 3o a call went out for papers en the subject in the hope that
Council members might be moved to he more sympathetic with the requests that
the AUP was making for improvement in our status."

Often these women's groups come to the direct aid of their colleagues who seek help,
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but more often our protesting women find membership to be sufficiently rewarding in

itself:

"Ny increasing interest in Sociologists for Women in Society (TAU) is a
strategy purely for self-confidence and knowledge. It works like a
consciousness-raising cell;"

Perhaps as significant as leadership and membership in the professional asso-

ciations are the many endeavors by individual women and also by coalitions of women

in activities which cross academic disciplines and promise change in both direct

and indirect ways. Although many examples may be cited here, the following should

suffice to illustrate the extent to which many of our respondents, who have them-

selves experienced discrimination, will go to eliminate inequities for other women'

"I spent July preparing to testify, and testifying, on H.R. 208, the Mink
Educational ':.'quity bill."

Here are the words of yet another woman testifying before a congressional committee

for tax reform:

":le ask to have the tax-free status of the universities and foundations
re-examined and suspended until such time as they make some realistic and
fundamental changes and become the open and equal institutions they were
Meant to.be...Specifically, we ask that the same clauses that apply to
public moneys should apply to foundation funds so they cannot be used
where discrimination exists."

Another respondent tells of her experience organizing a coalition of women's organi-

zations in order to get women, many of whom are in academia, to sit on the scientific

advisory panels of the many government granting offices from which women have been

virtually excluded in the past:

"Initially unsuccessful approaches to NASA and the National Academy of
Sciences made it clear, however, that action to rectify the virtual ex-
clusion of women could not and should not be taken by any one person or
one organization. That we needed was a coalition of women's groups in-
cluding not only scientists, but lawyers and the lay public. To accomplish
this I put on my several caps...and organized a small, loosely knit group
of women from several professional organizations. The group grew stronger
and larger, however, as the men resisted our efforts...I polled my 90
members, receiving an unequivocal go-ahead from them, also. Finally, the
group determined to be effective in increasing the number of women in
advisory and decision-making roles in a granting agency."

Another type of important activity in which protesting women engage is directly

related to the academic profession - scholarship through research and publications.
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The intent is to expand the knowledge about all women, not merely academicians;

and to expose the myths, inaccuracies, and sex discriminatory practices which take

place in all segments of the society. Participation in such intellectual activities

may or may not help advance academic careers. Here is a case of one woman who had

yet to hear about the outcome of her hearing review in one college but who was pre-

paring to put her scholarly knowledge to good use even before she had begun her new

position,

"I'm expected to go back to being a scholar and stop fooling around with all
this women's stuff. I'll be very interested in the reaction of my profes-
sional colleagues to my next line of research, which has to do with the
perception of women in the Middle Ages, and which takes a highly revisionist
approach to the whole courtly business. I must say, fighting this discrim-
ination thing certainly keeps one on one's toes - or dead."

In sum, activism outside the campus boundaries by academic women may become a

way of life sooner or later for academic women who have challenged the status quo.

Many of our respondents are involved in not one, but several other activities re-

lated to the women's movement, Three points should be made about these activities:

First, it is easier, and sometimes even more productive, to work outside than

inside the system, especially where there is strong institutional resistance to

change; as a matter of fact, administrators with questionable or negative perform-

ances on matters related to sex discrimination on their campuses may welcome outside

activities as a cover-up for their administrative malpractices. Second, academic

training and intellectual abilities are great assets in working for the women's

movement and give support, at least in part, to the maxim that "the pen is sometimes

mightier than the sword"; and, third, campus protest is part of a larger revolutionary

movement which goes beyond the bounds of professional interests and employment

status.

III. THE EFFECTS OF PROTEST

What is the impact of the protest experience on academic women and their insti-

tutions? What happens to the self images and the careers of these women? What

changes occur because of their attempts to correct employment inequities?
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At most, these are complex and difficult questions to answer here, As yet most

of our respondents who had filed complaints had yet to reach any terminal outcome of

their, cases. We can only present the impact of their experiences at the present

stage in which they found themselves when responding to the questionnaire. And we

can only offer their own interpretations of the experience on their institutions,

keeping in mind the limiations of such responses.

A. Impact on the Individual

At one time or another, most of our respondents experience a strong degree of

anger as they fight sex discrimination in academia, and they keep their anger to

themselves:

"Let me try to describe my reaction when it was clear that the university
wasn't going to make me an offer, I was on the job market at the time
and felt that the people they were looking at were way 'inferior' to me,
and that they simply didn't want to hire a woman and certainly not a fem-
inist, and that they weretherefore downgrading my abilities. My reaction
was to just withdraw from everything - wouldn't talk to anyone, avoided the
office, tried to sneak in and out when no one would be around. I had so
much anger and was so hurt that I just couldn't deal with it all."

a

This also includes the frustrating experience of seeing that/few women do the work

for those unwilling to get involved,

"I have been frustrated at the non-involvement of other women who let a
few do the work for them, at my own and the Committee's lack of know-how
about working within the university system, at our lack of actual power
as a committee, and at the tendency to let the have-nots (non-tenured
faculty) carry the burden of discrimination."

and which may end in disappointment:

"Trying to make it in the system...is the way to self-destruction."

But often mixed with anger and frustration are other combinations of feelings,

such as resentment, bitterness, isolation, rejection, discouragement, self-blame,

and fear. The following remarks illustrate all of these feelings, and others

besides:

"I guess I have been a very slow learner, trusting somehow in the justice
(eventually) of the sys-kem and for myself. But this year I am consumed with
anger and indignation. I .!-'eel as though I've been had for these past years
and now with the job market tight, my real responsibilities for my children,
and the view from below as I watch my once-upon-a-time peers advance through
the ranks (even my students are associate professors already), I am resentful
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and bitter. Some of this bitterness, of course, turns inwards I should
have teen better, I should have looked out for myself. All the knowledge
we pass onto students, including nur understanding of the politics of
organizations, I could not activate in germs of my own career. I have this
nagging self-doubt that maybe I really am not capable and whm the hell-do-I-
think-I-am playing at professor? I don't have the basic self - confidence that
I am hireable, capable, competent, etc., and going through the process of
job-finding encourages all these fears."

A more specific situation of an already employed woman indicates the costs of sex

discrimination for both the protestor and the entire department, including the

students(

"The result on the department has been complete flo:mentation Will almost
no communication acr'ss 'sides.' The chairman feels a reat deal of
pressure from my professional community to appmin me. because I am well

and his reaction to that has been to lwe.en me in every possible
students requested that I be allowed to Leach a certain graduate

COU16::. 111(1 his answer was 'over my dead body,' so that the ill feeling
even its toll down to the student level. I have become totally
bitter about the whole thing and will probably leave the university, even
if I win the case."

And the human cost can be substantial'

"The IL.c.J.1 qaestion of all this is cost, not only the cost of a lawyer or
threat of a job, but also cost in an unbelievable amount of human energy.
Betveen all this nonsense I am trying to write. I have sc iL,as out-
lined and when 'free' (from the appeal, from the haggling, etc.), do write.
But there is a fury in me that so much intelligence on both sides and
humaneness is squashed in the process of continual discrimination."

The result of involvement in change may sometimes be drastict

"I shall probably never be the same in my outlook on life. I never knew
people could be so treacherous. Possibly this is so out of a real fear
of being fired."

Perhaps even more serious than the effects on the personalities, physical and

mental strength, and the morale of the responding women is the impact s;hich the

experience has on their careers, both actual and perceived. Farlier we sabr how

engagement in open confrontation often reached the point of administrative reprisal

in blackballing, firing, and blacklisting women who had filed complaints. In some

cases the damage appears to he severe and I.:reparable, One woman summeizs suc-

cinctly impact of her involvement on ht;-: careen

" I was slaughtered as a scientist!"

Another speaks for all protestors'
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"There must be some way to prevent other women from the destruction of their
professional careers when they fight illegal sex discrimination:"

But even women who file complaints after being fired find that their careers have

been seriously affected. The unemployed woman may reach the point of desperation,

especially when she has children to support:

"I must feed and house myself and my children. How can I do that without
switching out of academia? I am untouchable from the point of view of
academia notwithstanding my three degrees from Harvard."

And the woman fortunate enough to have found another job while waiting for a

judgment on her case finds her career moving in a regressive directiont,

"I have experienced difficulty in finding a new position because of my
activities, although I finally have found one at a lower salary and a
lower pesition within my grade than I enjoyed before."

In a the impact of the protesting experience may have negative con-

sequences for future feminist activism. A pledge to conform is one outcome:

"Should I obtain another job, I plan to conform and 'take it.' I badly
need the money, because selling blood just does not pay my expenses, and
I cannot get my unemployment check until late July."

Another result is hesitancy to speak out because of fear of being blacklisted while

searching for another job:

"'Jere I to declare that I know for a fact that I have been blacklisted
in my field would be extremely risky. In fact, I am not going to really
complete this form. Too bad, the system goes against us even as we try to
work our way out of it."

And, finally, the treatment received by one respondent who protested sex inequities

has negative consequences for the institution itself,

"'';hat I have been doing was the activity of the typically alienated.
I have withdrawn from the department and am taking what I can from it.
I fulfill all requests asked of me but I have not forged ahead on my own
creating new courses, new programs for honors students, etc."

and especially for the students, as loth this and the following case shows:

"Ny case has aroused a surprising amount of really vicous resentment in a
sizeable number of my male undergraduate students, especially those in lower-
division courses. They apparently feel very threatened by a woman who stands
up for her rights: This has made some unexpected difficulty in relating to
certain classes in the way a gocd teacher should, a difficulty which I had
not experienced before."

The effect on the protesting woman is not always negative or destructive. In

fact, even the most difficult and painful experiences, regardless of whether or not
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the outcomes are successful, motivate most academic women protesting sex inequities

to move in other directions:

"I was told I couldn't be considered for a job in charge of an inpatient unit
because that job wouldn't be given to a woman with young children. The re-
sult was that I was furious, depressed for months. I didn't say anything
at the time, but the experience radicalized me, resulting in my actively
agitating for, and getting membership on the American Psychiatric Associa-
tion Task Force on Women."

As this situation illustrates, these efforts may be aimed outside the campus. But

they also occur on the respondent's own campus:

"For me it is not the open hositility, or bad jokes, or any of the overt
behavior but rather the indirect and subtle behavior which is the more
difficult and frustrating to deal with. The 'enemy' does not attack but
rather ignores my existence. Memos pass from one level of administration
to another without even stopping at my desk. Meetings are held which affect
my program and I'm not even invited to attend. F!:xperience has taught me that
responding to each incident only wears me out and seems to have little or no
impact on the institution. My counter stratagems, as they continue to devel-
op, are therefore as subtle as the initial discrimination. Chief among
these strategies is building a female counter network. This is by no means
an easy task since many women feel insecure in their positions and uncom-
fortable about helping another woman. Once a trust base can be established
these relationships can be mutually beneficial."

Certainly, the effect on all our respondents has been to raise their conscious-

ness levels to points far beyond what they had been when they first became aware-of

sex discrimination against themselves or othars:

"The experience was exhausting, but also exhilirating and consciousness-
raisinu, Fh for me and for those who struggled with me."

Such feelings are also usually accompanied by an awakcnir6 concerning the realities

of life and confidence in one's own strenrjhs,

"I feel that my political naivete:is gone forever. I have been verbally
abused and attempts are constantly made to dismiss the issue - and me -
but I feel more self-respect than I've ever felt. I believe in my intel-
ligence, abilities, and values and will continue to struggle for them."

appreciation of the concept of sisterhood,

"For me personally, the most important positive result was learning the
importance of sisterhcod, not just because of the sense of warm support it
brings but the real power. I had always assumed, and been encouraged to
assume, that academic politics was something the men did, and women were
rewarded for their meritorious performances and for 'being nice.' My sis-
ters, faculty and students alike, made it possible for me to weather the
psychic shock of discovering that the sky didn't fall when you kicked back
hard, if you were kicked. Anger alone would never have been sufficient for
me personally to have survived this whole process."
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and involvement in a purpose:

"The experience of working on the University Committee has had several effects
on me: a feeling of involvement and purpose."

Without question, the experience of protesting sex inequities has a strong im-

pact on academic women with serious implications for their academic performances and

their professional careers. Nonconformity to the norms of academic and female obe-

dience indicate that temporarily, if not permanently, the Int _tual talents of

these highly educated women are diverted from the task at hand and wasted in the

daily round of fighting discrimination. It is equally evident that personal experi-

ence is also a highly radicalizing one. 7ven those women who are at first unaware of

what might be involved when theychallenge authority acquire a deeper understanding of

the values embodied in the women's movement.

B. effects on the Institution

The overwhelming consensus of our respondents is that-if any gains were made at

all, they were far too inconsequential to bring about discernible changes on campus

concerning the status of women. One respondent, expressing such consensus, states,

"My impresssion of the whole effort, locally and nationally, is that there
is lots of noise from every segment and very little action."

and another says,

"The only change in the institution is that the men are beginning to 'talk"
a better story. rut there has been very little action.'"

Another variation is that one individual's case is not enough to compel change,

"The committees created because of my case still exist and operate, but they
do not function adequately to help women who are oppressed by the insti-
tution. It would have been extremely difficult and probably impossible
for me to get an appropriate teaching position anywhere in this country
if I had not won this battle. However, this kind of charismatic event
does not manage to bring about permanent institutional change."

while another respondent feels that there is still hope:

"Ny strategies have thus far only made it possible for me to survive and
function at this institution, They have not as yet been effective in
changing attitudes or behavior...but I still have hope."

But many women also see a combination of effects of their participation in pro-

test activities, One of these is consciousness-raising for those women seeking change
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and a sense of camaraderieship which may bring about the desired and hoped-for change;

"There is a problem, of course, in maintaining spirit. Occasionally setbacks
unite us; at other times they weaken us. All in all I think women have
tenefitted in that we respect each other more, know each other better, even
though CHANGS in hiring practices, salary schedules have not. In other words,
our values have been aired - they go far beyond job titles and money. They
suggest a complete revolution - a feminist revolution which cannot be 'bought
off.'"

while another is consciousness-raising for the entire academic community where some

visible changes have taken place. Here is one such example following the conclusion

of hearings where the results are still pending:

"Whatever the ultimate disposition of the complaints, the impact on the col-
lege has been enormous. The hearings were very well attended by students,
faculty at all levels, and alumnae in the area; they were also written up in
the local papers. ;That emerged tended to solidify and in some cases give vele
for the first time to felt discriminafir,,, Lv Vnk

faculty and Oaff: ekn4 maid,;, etc, There is strung support ue find a
woman preoldent; this fall a committee r,f Lilo faculty on the status of women
at the college will be formed; a committee studying tenure policy has been
put under strung pressure to come with some real reforms in the system. The
college has been put on the spot to defend its concern with women and to say
what it has done to promote women's self-image, etc. The most interesting
result, however, has teen the demise of the college dean and her replacement
by a known sympathisizer with women's causes...

The appearance of a "known sympathizer with women's causes" in the above example

is illustrated in another rare example of concrete action involving an entire univer-

sity system where an academic woman actively protesting sex discrimination in her

professional association was appointed to a cabinet-level administrative position.

Her task was to conduct an extensive study of sex discrimination in the entire system

with the accompanying mandate to assume the responsibility of implementing the re-

port's recommendations. In still another case the visible changes following settle-

ment of a suit were limited, but the still-employed protestor performed an important

function:

"I've been cited as a precedent in several other battles for tenure for women
there, and a few of them got it. It has greatly improved my own feminist
consciousness."

Sometimes the sensitizing takes an unexpected course with mixed results:

"As a result of the hassling the Department decided that they needed to hire
after a11, and they drew up a new job, altering the ,;lob specifications so
that they would have a rationale for not considering me. Hundreds of appli-
cations poured in, for people were interviewed by the department - All of
them :K)nN. Quite a shift in behavior for the all-male department! Not sur-
,..+,1,4$1,1.. Dr...hn, 44,e1 urpnL,ctql. of +k Prmv. 04-4
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The above quotation also raises the question as to whether institutional resist-

ance (or threats to professions i tence) may lower academic standards when

the most qualified women are refused appointments.

In another situation the feminist may be able to insure a degree of self-

protection, but not much institutional change:

"I believe that most of my colleagues here are quite aware of my positien
on 'women's' issues and would be less likely to take any overt sexist
actions towards me than towards other women. Unfortunately, I do not
think I have been very successful in removing barriers that exist for
other women here,"

Part of the reason for the lack of substantial change towards equalizing em-

ployment opportunities and conditions of work for academic women is that good faith

efforts have not been made to inticduce and implement Affirmative Action Plans

according to the suggested guidelines:

"The impact on the university is heartbreakingly minimal. The department
continues the policies and attitudes which contributed to my discriminatory
experiences, apparently feeling that after the settlement with me their
consciences were now clear and they could revert to the status quo. I find
it inconceivable that they will ever hire a woman faculty member. have
a woman Affirmative Action Officer now on campus, who is intelligent and
personable, but she has no tenure at the university, she works only part-
Lime on affirmative action and has no staff or telephone facilities to
assist 1--;Er, 2r1 hor position with respect to hirings and promotions is
advisory c. cf which seems inadequate to effect significant change
in this most ant institution."

The unbending rule of departmntal autonomy evidently subjugates even adminis-

trators who are responsible for the cqua-liin:: ;s in affirrativo action:

"lhe only cases I've seen in which the individual woman involved in such a
case comes out unscarred is where some higher bcdy in the university takes
up her cause against the department - and that is pretty rare. 7.2ut

typically, after a few female casualties, most departments stem to go on
to hire their 'good' woman."

gut part of the reason for lack of change may be attributable not so much to

lack of good faith efforts or ignorance but rather to the refusal of some adminis-

trators to listen to the protestors and to heed the recommendations of their own

faculty:

"The Chancellor never answered us directly but acted instead, prodded no
doubt by the letters that had been sent out by the two women's groups to the
Regional Office of YM, the ASA Committee on 'Iomen, the judge trying the suit,
the campus Affirmative Action Officer, etc. !That the administration did was
to squash the department's recommendations so that nebcdy was hired."
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Another reason may be that inadequate controls exist to curb sex discrimination

because of its pervasiveness in academia, and trustees are not the only derelicts:

"The problem is that the AAUP is good in supporting complaints by faculty
members against the administration of their institutions. When it comes
to sex discrimination, however, the faculty is just as guilty as the admin-
istration and the AAUP is unwilling to investigate itself."

Outright refusal to accept the principle of tenure and to comply with a positive

finding of a government investigation may be yet another reasons

"I was 'fired' in spite of my tenure in July. The findings from HEW were
positive, but after the university refused to comply with my demands, I also
filed under state law with FEPC,"

And finally, the reasons academic women may have been unable to effect change is

that they have had to confront overwhelming obstacles:

"I believe that the only thing that will stop our oppression is the progressive
transformation of all the institutions - of all the people. I cannot stop
the university and I cannot change it. I do not believe that any of us can
change the institutions in which we exist - personally. In my five years
here I did a lot to transform the university by transforming the students.
But the people in my department found me threatening because I was different
from them - because I was revolutionary and this threatened them. They
didn't like me as a woman - they held me responsible for their wives' in-
terest in liberation, they found me threatening to their own marriages and
generally to their own lives - professional and personal. I believe that
any woman who threatens the power of men at a university will be fired unless
she's such a big shot that they can't, and then they will just punish her in
different ways. People who are addicted to control cannot allow any kind of
freedom from their own values. I believe you need to have a deep sense of
anger and a great desire to fight under all kinds of attacks in order to
deal with a university because they are powerful and just wear you out."

Institutional change is slow. When the institution happens to be academia,

change appears to be exceptionally slow, according to most respondents. One woman

alone, and even groups of women, still encounter overwhelming odds to turn the tide.

The abuse of power goes uncontrolled, and other long over-due academic reforms, which

would benefit the entire academic community, are still to come. At most, the pro-

testing women may have begun to prick the consciences of those who would deny them an

equal share in the academic rewards, to introduce some revisions in grievance pro-

cedures, and to widen the arena of support towards achieving sex equality, if not on

their own campuses, at least elsewhere.in the society.

Our investigation shows an increasing commitment of protesting women in the

women's movement, despite the shattering impact which the experience has had nn r""'"
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of their lives and careers. Often unwittingly, they have placed themselves in the

vanguard of changing the status of all academic women. Eventually, they may even

succeed in converting the tokenism of the present to an institutional structure

which enhances, rather than undermines, the very essence of higher education's

purpose.

IV, ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND FAILURESt AN ANALYSIS3

Thus far we have identified and discussed four response patterns of academic

women to sexism and sex discrimination and have indicated briefly the effects of this

experience on their own lives and their institutions. In the course of this survey

we have presented portions of the accounts of these protesting women which typify

the experiences of others. Our analysis,. however, was focused more on the process of

stratagems and counter stratagems than on the outcome of this process for achieving

sex equality. Of course, we are neither concerned nor able to pass judgment as to

whether and to what extent the grievances of the victims are justified. But it

behooves us now to attempt an assessment of the gains and losses deriving from the

protesting women's stratagems and speculate on the underlying forces of each of the

response patterns. Such an evaluative analysis will lead to some concluding remarks

concerning the efforts of academic women to effectuate reform in higher education

and also permit us to make a few recommendations for further action.

A, Ideological Pronouncements

According to our respondents,deliterate efforts to sensitize academia are

likely to be quite successful. Thus, incidents such as refusing to servo coffee or

3It is likely that our convenience sample may be over-represented with respondents
who had unsuccessful experiences. Since there is no way of ascertaining whAher and
how extc3nsiv;i: such possible bias may be, it would be inappropriate to draw quantita-
tive inferences al:out the state of affairs on a nation-wide basis. On the other hand,
there seems to be sufficient evidence to draw inferences about questionable adminis-
trative practices followed by a good number of educational institutions. For it is
important to note that each informer reports a case which very frequently involves
several women and the whole or a good part of the b..ft,'e%ucratic apparatus on her
campus, and sometimes includes an entire state-wide campus system.
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Leirei a secret try in eeffittee meetings, disapproving sexist remarks in lectures,

demonstrating that academic women can to both mothers and professors, and teaching

courses on women may effectively change values and attitudes about sex roles in gen-

eral, and about their own roles as academic women in particular.

The respondents also feel that their attempts to expose sex discrimination on

the campuses across the country have raised the consciousness of other members of the

academic community, as well as their own. Committees and other groups of women air

the same issues and problems with reports and resolutions for equal treatment and

equal opportunity for women on the campus. Younger male colleagues are more open and

willing to discuss sex discrimination as an existing problem, And despite some male

backlash and scorn by some faculty women who *never'felt discriminated against,"

most administrators acknowledge the existence of sex discrimination and promise to

correct inequities.

The point I would like to make here is that neither sensitizing nor conscious-

ness-raising efforts are likely to be resented (at least openly), since they are

perceived as ideological pronouncements in the current wave of the feminst movement.

After all, institutions of higher learning are supposed to be the citadels of such

virtues as tolerance and fair play, learning and teaching the truth, and, above all,

freedom to express one's own ideas. Moreover, such idealistic pronouncements are

tolerated - in fact, often publicly promulgated - as long as they are not accompanied

by requests for correcting specific inequities requiring funds, do not question tra-

ditional policies and practices, and especially do not demand changes in established

decision-making channels and centers of power.

R. Campus. Politics

This sense of successful accomplishments fades away as idealistic pronouncements

are followed by requests for correcting grievances with respect to employment and

professional status. Then the grievance process is no longer purely ideological in

character, It leaves the idealistic sphere and becomes essentially a political move-

ment with academic women seeking a share in the power held by males in a male-
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dominated system. nthin this context, the fortunes of academic women may frequently

and to a considerable degree depend on campus politics rather than on academic

credentials or competency.

This is an interesting and highly significant proposition. Of course, no one

can know with certainty the role which campus politics may have played in each of the

reported cases; and our pilot survey was not designed to test such a hypothesis. We

can only draw some concluding observations inductively; and the pattern of successes

and failures seems to suggest an interpretation of events consistent with our propo-

sition;

Individual grievances may involve several administrative levels, including the

president or chancellor. But at phis first stage of the grievance process complaints

are handled and usually resolved at the departmental level, for it is here that

judgment on matters relating to the academic discipline is passed. But when the com-

plainants are women who claim sex discrimination, in most cases they are successful

in seeking redress to their grievances for reasons unrelated to the professional pre-

rogatives vested in the department. In other words, now the norms of departmental

autonomy may or may not be operative, including adherence to customary. procedures for

evaluating the professional competence of the protesting woman. Let us look first at

some illustrative cases which report correction of inequities where professionalism

is irrelevant to the attainment of success and where decisions are made on the basis

of non-academic criteria.

The process begins in the male-dominated graduate and professional schools

where women aspiring to academic careers find that the last lap of their training

assumes highly personalistic proportions with male professors seeking sexual favors

and subjecting female candidates to unnecessary tests of endurance not accorded males

before giving the nod for the sought-after degree. Despite the disadvantaged posi-

tion in which these women find themselves, 'some refuse to pay the price, but others

find it easier to do so.

Once having secured the proper credentials and entered the academic marketplace,
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achieved by the women in the two cases of nepotism was not at all attributable to the

customary privilege of the department to judge the woman's worth on ground of profes-

sional competence alone. In the one case the wife was hired after the husband re-

signed; then the husband was rehired and both got tenure. The stratagem worked because

the obvious evasion of the nepotism rule had been 'abandoned at nearby institutions'

and because 'helpful in overturning the rule were the concerted efforts of women in

my department' and, furthermore, because 'their strong feclings...were heard by a

sympathetic department chairmano, Here again, success occurred because the criteria

were not academic. A.1-;0, consider the woman who insisted that pregnancy was no reason

for be:.. refused re-appointment. Again, the pregnancy issue had such obviously sex-

ist overtones that noone could argue openly that being pregnant might impair her

Leaching effectiveness.

Stratagems unrelated to professional criteria appear to he successful even in

cases where women are denied redress to their grievances on grounds of alleged lack of

professional qualifications. This point is demonstrated in the case of the respoh._

who was denied promotion because of "teaching incompetence" on the basis of using a

"non-academic text." The faculty decision was overruled by the president of the col-

lege because of the threatened adverse publicity. The two important points in this

lase are that the alleged teaching incompetence was based on very shaky grounds, and

the non-academic consequences of adverse publicity were considered to be more serious

than the use of an unacceptable text.

:ore often, however, the excuse of prcfssional incompetence is inferred rather

than explicitlystated. Consider the respondent who decided to fight after two years

during which time she had tried "to peacefully negotiate within the department...

power inequities nademy bargaining position weak," and "the final discriminatory act

was the depaxtmott's recommendation to the president that I be replaced." Although

1-Le question as to whether or not power inequities necessitated her replacement must

remain unanswered, the fact is that in the period of two years no evidence could be

produced of incompetency - the only valid excuse for denial of her demands for

equitable treatment. It thus became necessary to avoid the professional issue
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altogether, and the woman's persistence and "troublemaking" nature was used against

her in the all-male department. One such predicament is enough to. place the depart-

ment on its guard, necessitating careful screening of other potential female candi-

dates for any proclivities to protest activities. For once cempetOnt women are

hired, it is difficult to find believable excuses to turn down their demands. This

would include part-time employees who might eventually seek "regular" positions,

as well as women requesting promotions and salary raises.

The sovereignty of departmental professionalism is vividly portrayed in the case

of another respondent. Although the minority of a department favored her appointment

to "a job opening with specifications fitting" her qualifications, the "department

was successful in claiming that they had no position available." Neither the Dean of

women nor the other college organizations, including the collego union supporting her

appointment, could "budge the department." It appears that academic qualifications,

no matter how impressive they may be, do not help re-employment of a woman who dares

to expose the inequities of sex discrimination. In another example, despite the quo

fications and proven competence of the part-time woman who attempted to legitimize her

de facto full-time status, she was not only humiliated by being required to re-apply

for the available position, but she was also threatened with denial of prospective

tenure (and thus permanent employment) by the department chairman which her new status

on the "tenure track" would. command. Evaluative criteria based on competence were

clearly subverted in both these cases where the women were attempting to get "both

feet in the door."

There are other cases of academic women using the "channel approach," some re-

porting successes and some failures, such as the case of the president granting pro-

motion and tenure "several months after the terminal contract was issued," and the two

cases of-authorship where the response content does not give us any clues to substan-

tiate or refute our proposition. !re cannot deny the presence of Other considerations,

including the possibility that all the women met the professional standards of the

department. neither can we deny the fact that the administrators involved in these

cases acted in a spirit of cooperative rather than adversary re3ationshi. -11-!-+0
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consistency of Use rennonse pattern oc7 successfully resolved grievances is strikinr;

and SC'erlfl; to suocort o zr -roposition that nr000r oredentialism and competence are

accorded far less si:,nificance in the decision - making process for women than are

factors havirp: notbirr- to do with possession of the necessary qualifications. This

may also be t e'for men accent the oft-discussed premise that the "buddy sys-

tem" is indeed an academic reality. 3e that as it may, because academic women also

tend to be as qualified and productive, and oft?n more so, than their academic male

peers, the norms relat,?.c:I. to academic competence sbmehow become less salient in order

to justify maintenance of the status It may be that the woman who insists on

equal treatment is jltd-:c2(:1 more harsIlly than the one who does not complain or indulge

in feminist activities. Th.e.lorounds and achievements of our respondents sufrgest

that some .extremely talented women are rejected in the hiring process or denied

tenure because of the triple throat they pose to male collea7,uess competence, strong

self-imays and assertiveness, and commitment to women's rights, The academic fem-

inist who states succinctly, "I believe in my intelligence, abilities, and values

and will continue to strurra:le for them" is likely to encounter further career obsta-

cles than she is rresontly experiencin7,

33( comparison, those cases which report partially or totally unsuccessful re-

dress to grievances sce:i to involve issues related to profo,saionll depart,ental pre-

rogatives. The consistency of the resnonse nattern of unsuccessfully resolved

grievances seems to suuoort our proposition that campus politics rather than academic

_credentials may determine the fortunes of academic women more frequently than for

men.

It is important to realise that in some schools departmental soveraimty may pre-

sent a serious (!ilcorma to administrators above the departmental lr e 1. -3arrinrr overt

or provable sex discriminatory denartoental decisions, they must maintain the pro-

fessional and non-rolitically motivated imam,e of the department. E'ven with sincere

intentions to correct sex-oriented inequities, they are freqeuntly unable to determine

where professionalism en,Th and doPartm:ntal oolitics 1-egin. At any rate, even if

they do realize that a dc-23rtrIental decision is politically motivate 3, they must
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carefully weigh the consequences of their course of action lest overruling a depart-

mental decision crl-,ates mnr( problems than condoning sex-discriminatin-; departmental

decisions. In many cases, however, tt apwars that administrators with no intention

of correcting se:c-related inequities may flagrantly violate basic professional and

civil rights. 'or they car; very ef'ectively use deeartmental autonomy as a convinc-

Inc,- pretense and as a 'orlids.ble political weapon to deny legitimate and justifiable

requests.

individual
Admittedly, the presence of political considerations in resolving/grievances

at the de7artmental level mar not be very clear in many cases. 3y contrast, campus

politics ';,.:1,27f-to -lo.111.1t,J the scene in cases involving -roue i-ievances. Then sex

discrimination io e cam issue, usually involving administrators above the

departmental 1:v and 'requently the President. Thus "the administration has been

hostile; GUI" n?cords were 'looked at' to see if we were troublemakers"; divisive

tact co are .ommon, anp2arin,7 as pronouncements o- "equity and fairness" to 'both

sexes' or as ',.tat.,--1-nto to :;rent' "anti-feminist hostility" among males; members of

faculty committees on the status of women are intimidat-

ir a feminist happens to be in charR-e of a duly approved faculty program,

the whole administrative apparatus is geared to ignore or undermine her efforts.

At this point all these tactics and many more may be used if the administration of

a school, and the president or chancellor in particular, have no intention of cor-

recting sex-related. inequities.

Confrcntationi ',"hat rias Ccr,e Wrrne;?

The widenirc o: the conflict to include people outside the campus grievance

process and academic networks government officials, lawyers, judges, ana ad hoc,

women's groups and other cr,;anizations - intensifies the campus politics of the

,eeonl resz,:nst -;rttern, ,or filing a complaint, or a case to court consti-

tutes a critical point for both the academic woman and her adversaries; and winning

or losing the case has more serious implications for both. Tor the woman, her act

of defiance means that her entire academic career may hang in the balance. or the

administrator, he must ultimately assume complete responsibility for the financial
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and repuatatiena). outcome derivin- from the woman's actions and his own response.

In short, he must nor give this matter serious thought and time and he must make an

important decision as to uhether he intends to pursue a hard-line strategy or to

make some move towards resolution of the grievance. It is likely that at this point

he may also derive some idea as to how far he can no with the local compliance

agency where the complaint has been filed.

1, Administrative resistance,

Cur responses indicate that most administrators who have resisted the protest-

ors prior to their filin7 complaints continue to do so. Nevertheless, an assessment

of the situation and its imnlications for their own positions, together with the

unwelcome Prospect of a government investigation, prompts some administrators to

move towards resolvin7. the complaint, The road taken tends to.bo cautious,. leading

us to conclude that they are simply attempting to placate the complaining woman

while using a brashfire or "token" strategy to the whole problem, In other words,

any "success" achieved by the protesting woman is limited to full-time rather than

part-time workers and to the recruitment of new faculty at lower ranks, and more

often involves small salary "adjustments" rather than promotions, especially the

achieving: of tenure. or example, there is the administrator's attempt to quiet

the woman with 'an insulting :15 a month adjustment," while at the same tine givin7

several other women "very low salary adjustments"; there is "some lip service"

through hirin7 several women who were "mostly token appointments"; there is the case

in which "the part-time women filing the complaint with :flt lost but women in the

regular' positions won" and the case in which "1M could not 'protect' me because

the guidelines do not cover 'part-time workers.'" Thus We see that whatever gains

are acirleve(.1 by acaemic women are not only of token Proportions, but they are also

unplanned for futax.e years and also to be gror;sly unfair. In fact,

"success" is only a tem(eorary move grudgingly made towards resolution of a larger

Grievance which is un-'er consideration for further action at some unstinulated

future time, 'le see that tenure and full professorial status are the forbidden
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fruit for women who have been long overdue for such merit. And we see that the

disadvantages of working cart time in academia are increased manyfcld since such

employees are denied even their constitutional right to protest inequitable treat-

ment. In the light this evidence, Prospects for more positive changes appear

dim and continued exploitation of academic women looms large during the present

pe:iod of academic hard times.

closer look at this experience reveals another pattern. Mile others gain,

the woman filing the complaint seldom does. The same is tnie of women filing joint-

ly. In fact, not only do protesting women become the sacrificial lambs, but they

may also find themselves, unexpectedly and in varying degree, the cbjects of some

kind of reprisal. "There has been no action in my case" may or may not gladden the

heart of one losing woman, but another who says that "much has changed fcr other

women, but I am unemployed" is clearly unhappy. It is one thing to see somebody

benefit, but quite another to by the one who is punished for havin,- rocked the

beat. "etaliation for having filed a complaint is even used against organized

women's groups who file class complaints, "The group strategy was very effective,

except that at least one of the women involved is no longer at the university," and

"most of the women who were associated with the complaint were not called to teach

again," are only two of the many examples voicing this concern. But backlash may

strike at all the women on any one campus, even those not involved in a complaint or

suits "r3ince we wrote our initial report and Piled the complaints, the salary gap

between men and wemen faculty has widened," and "men with my qualifications have

been promoted but no women." -inally, the painful lesson is learned by a few women

who decide to throw in the shovels "Mould I obtain another job, I plan to confom

and take it."

One important conclusion to be drawn from the above is that some college and

university administrators exert all the power at their command towards winning the

case, annihilating- the "troublemaker," or at least keening her in her place. How

can we explain this continued resistance to resolving grievances?

'First, the administrator may be unwillini; to assess carefully the costs of
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continuing discrimination as against the costs of correcting inequities. Our evi-

dence does not seem to support the rationale that the prime intent is to keep the

Pandora's box shut. Compliance in affirmative action does not entail a massive and

instant re-ordering of financial priorities. Assuming that the correction of ine-

quities is inevitable through affirmative action or other legal mandates, sanctions,

and continuinz pressure from various groups, in many cases the cost of resisting

even one complainant is so heavy that it cannot be explained, Administrators seem

willing to spend large sums of money, also measured in time, to fight their own em-

ployeeS by convening endless committees, hiring expensive lawyers, and covering up

their true intentions in a variety of ways, including rewarding the wrong women,

setting up ineffective offices for women's issues (including Affirmative Action

offices), all the while publicizing, their commitment to women's rights. Nor can

the rationalization be accepted that some males are also discriminated against and

that uprading women fosters reverse discriminationt affirmative action does not

even pretend to benefit women to the detriment of men.

A second reason for administrative failure may lie in the fact that many aca-

demic executives lack the managerial skills to handle problems as complex as those

emanating, from sex discrimination. The task of integrating an already available,

highly educated and skilled labor subgroup into a system where both the places and

the rewards are scarce requires an understanding of human dynamics as 14611 as know-

lege about organizational behavior and academic disciplines. Our respondents speak

frequently of improper handling of their grievances; of the lack of procedural chan-

nels for fair hearings; of the unclear criteria for hiring, promotion, and tenure;

and of shifting policies on employment practices. On some campuses institutional

machinery for minimizing strains is not even in existence, and it has often taken a

case of sex discrimination to begin building such machinery. "The university was

compelled to create committees to deal with the problem," Thus, even efforts

towards resolution 'ahich may be made in gcod faith may be undermined because inade-

quate procedures exist for pursuing grievances, and planning seems to be makeshift

or ephemeral. Such administrative practices attest to gross mismanagement in our
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instit.ltions of hi

:losely :lel to 7ac:r. ,00d. manacement is the inability of administrators to

urerstand. the nature e- ,ilscrimination complaints, let alone a!);)rociate the

manitue of the censequences for failin,7 to comply. I'morance of leiral implications

frquently be the ether side of manacerial inexperience, partially explaining the

brushfire oe:ution to rrotdems of sex inequality. or the movement has created new

nroblems never enowntered before,

all these rdaJsible exnlanatiens nay in many Instances not be sufficient to

explain the numerous adhinictrativ ate-rations, and near "social

crimes." ,exist attitudes may hc an !m stnt ex7)1anatien of situations which some-

times seem to amount to "little mater -ate o. :.uthority has teen cnallenyxd by a

woman in an insttutIon ctedience is required of all. 2rctestinf, women seem

to te iu cry mere .:archly than nrotestin,t men. In open confrontation conflict ap:-

pears to reduced to perscnal terms; many cases sue7sest strongly that such is in-

iced the situation, Thus, rerrisals are even more seven: for WC.T,?11 who ventIre cut-

the channels of aJmInistrative authority, publicise their defiance, anJ other-

wise en,,a,-c in the disctedient and une.rateful acts of a "hack -irl." 'e have seen

thn.ut.lout our cases l'overnment a-rent ies or courts that administrators are

flac,rantiv vielatin or openly floutir.i Loth the snirit and the letter of th- law;

their arro=tance to have no limits, they use retaliatcry measures to suPpress

the rrotesto :; lies, ostracism, false chanr.es and false witnesses in kanaroo

courts, character assesnation, divisive tactic, irittmlation and harassment, and

institutienal violence oometimes reachin.7 brutal force. it that the achieve-

:Lent of eq

achieve-

..
for c ,? -:!emiu women also threatens the male strono]ds for hiP'h-

level adminictrat4ve coo,Aions for women, ineludin colle,T presidencies? 7Arther,

could It a'sct.. tr.at the achievement of equality for academic women may even &c so

far as to threat,:n al] the tritional institutional arran7emen4 throe w:h which know-

led,-e is acquire and ler',etuatcl, inc'udin,7 questioninY the very content of -;nowlede

itself? Ctherwise, hcw can one ey:Plain the fierce resistance t all the Chan ,es

necessary to effectuate equality and;lireantee a fair and democratic climate for all
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e-J-erc oC com.mlnity?

e '3ve/n7ent

1-at n_art 10E-"; the 'LJvrnment aL'enoy vested with the authority to invest14ate

conolaint , demand eurtnliance, and i-Incse sanctions on oCcendina. institutions have in

these larr,rly uncatisractory results? ,?ur respondents nre nearly unanimous in their

indictment 7overnment a-encies. They have failed to conduct reviews of campuses

and to call for ffirsative :ction 1.ans; they have not followed throu-rh to see if

Mans were Irr_nerly drawn up and imnlemented accordina; to official auldelines; they

have race t,t secret 7ro- the comnlainants concernin,, what is takin4,. nlace between

aaency and educational institution. :,nd (except for some threats), no aclency has yet

to withheld .-cv'rnment funds frrm a college or university, and this despite demon-

strated failwre, )-ten over years of time, to resolve cases. Thus administrators have

enooura-ed to occtinue volicies of tnenism, ma':1 a a mc(!ery of laws and

statutes prohibitin7 sex 61scrimination. "I filed chanfes with 1-17V, T-'30C, and 1.1PC"

"ther -e has boon no investiaator here as yet" and "se far very little has ban -

ned," is a common r.tment anion our resnondents, Procrastination, coupled with

wastel time and ene7...y, frozen employment st=atus, unfriendly or deterioratinc rela-

tionshirs with collearfues, and c;loomy prosnects fer a productive and satisfyina ca-

reer under a host31= ad7Anistration, soon ta'ces its toll. ;,) nest prc'testors find

that any redress to t =:rievances not worth L

On the other our rescondents also indicate in rare instances that whenever

the a_:encieS act, so usuallydo the administrators, Thus, despite the foot-drag:a-Ana,

;77,cvernment official investia,atina die,crimination, when the aaency takes some

tztion, no matter how feeble or fei'r.ed, there is a -rood likelihood that some counter-

ction will le s%ar%ed on campus, at rrec's lv what point decisive and meaningful

ed.ress to arievancs nor t1-,e faculty wcman take place seen~ to vary

one oarccus to the next. 7or examrde, the catal-tic event trards at least par-

.ial COh7liance or resolTticn of a particular cOmplaint mir,,ht,ccurivhen

rlan is requested or turned down, and it right occur when the a4senCy
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institutes a class action suit. Thus, "a representative" from "the local Department

of Labor Office" wane' into the personnel and payroll office," "our Deans consulted

with the head of cur Zfirnatlye Gffice," and "senior women in particular have

benefitt,d"; and, in another case, "I was given a :1,"'50 raise for 1913" with the

"pressure ':,rourrht by I" which also "encouraged the hiring of a few women faculty."

It is important to stress that government action in these typical examples has

produced only partial and temporary results (the salary raise in the last example is

for one year only) with the administrator making the gesture to deal with the coml

plaint rather than order of the agency. Thus we can question whether the agencies

even define their functions as compelling compliance. gut other explanations rather

than dereliction of duty are-possible, and further research must confirm the present

findings. One exn?.anation is that agency intervention is

other than totally ignoring the agency, the administrator

token compliance: "Their :lfirmative :,ction Plan to hire

significant numbers of wollen to campus." :.nother is that

strongly resisted so that

in effect defies it with

more women has not brought

the uovernment officials

themselves use the same ...lard line which the administrators uses it may be that these

officials, working in bureaucratic organizations where sex discrimination is also

institutionalized and where briorities must be established between racial and sex

Itscrimination or in term,; of time allotted to cases are Perfectly content to back uo

the non-comPlving ar,,ministratcrs and allow them to stall or make only small improve-

ments. It is also surr'ested that some ar-ncy ()Metals may even tend over backwards

to be accommodatin; if a good record is mane on the racial front. few of our re-

.;pondents suggest open collusion. And, finally, maybe the problem - or the protesting

oman - will go away in due time, since there is always the prospect of her finding

moloyment elsewhere to taste the heat off the entire Problem for everyone, The

igency's excuse of allowin- 'internal procedures" to eventually straighten thinqs out

essence the equivalent o' A.O.IT' "due Process") can only be called another de-

Laying tactic and de facto maaes the co-r.oliance officials adversary partners with

viinistrative officials against academic women having no po';er whatsoever. Other-

$ise it is difficult to ,Ive any other exnlanation as to why some women are compelled
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to wait two and even t'Iree years after comolaints be'ore any final action Is

taken.

'e should not ylos over ligbtly any evidence, no matter how scant, which shows

a final ,lurment -endere,4 }v a ,rpvernment agency in favor cf a protestincr woman. Tor

we need to know the oircumqtances of the case for the purncse at hand and also its

sl:;nificance for the women's movement -renerally.

In one of the rare cages re'Jorted of a successful resolution of a case (in which

the complainant wao satisfied) by a state-based agency trying its first sex discrimina-

tion case, the ar,enc's decision to override the resisting universit; administration

appears to be tased. on an extracr3inarily "strong" case. ""y promotion was recommend-

ed by a department committee, the chairman, and dean" and because "I had top Priority

in the debartment and number two priority in the 'k!hool of Liberal ..rts (1'7 depart-

ments)." If the notion of acatemic "superwoman" qualifies women for promotions, we

may questinn why other cases are not broug:ht to completion with equally favorable

action. Protesting academic women make sure that they can produce .the hard facts

needed to prove the discrimination against them, They also make sure that they are

not -rofessionally vulnerable, ever, to the point of teing, "over-qualified" (also,,

cause for reiection in hiring) before bucking the system with complaints to f;overnment

agencies nr to the courts, "I have publishea ten papers and presented another ten and

have won a commenCAtion for excellence in teaching" and "(I have) four books and a

number of articles in the best sociology journals" are typical statements of women

who orctest inequitiose Their vitas as attest 50 their publishing, accomplishments.

Yet we have also seen a few cases where government acrencies have completed inves-

tigations, even going c,o far as to take cases to hearings in some instances, but still

with, no final decisions. I': the work has been complete, what is holdin,7 them up?

:,ssumin,, that such "uro-ress" is indicative of earnest efforts to bring complaints to

a lorical and just clnell..zsion, it is possible that much of the administration's case

rests on academically del7atable issues professional comnetence for receiving

tenure), so that the gevernment officials may be reluctant' to make a final judgment.

have seen how non- professional criteria are introduced 'or refu%in,, a woman's
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demands before she eceks -cove rnment action, but mrcfessional incompetence constitutes

the only -*rounds for denying-. the complainant's demands when the comlaint

reaches an ag,enoy or a coert. Administrative strate-ies to create dilemmas for the

70vernment officials cencerninr, the pros and cons for granting tenure or promotion to

full -professorial rank makes it more comfortable for the agency to stand clear of

the controversies In judring: academic qualifications. )3ven when neutral "experts" are

brought in from outside the campus to nass judgment on the woman's publications, any

disa-7reement about the quality of her performance compounds the confusion for the

compliance officials lacking similar academic backgrounds. Thus, there must tc. a

clear mandate for rendering a favorable decision to the protesting woman, as the

above case shows. IT administrators subbeed in raisin,* doubts about a woman's compe-

tence as their only d.efense,-a case can be laid to rest only throug.:h a compromise

solution between complainant and adminieetration. Such a settlement made in terms of

a one-shot salary "adjutment," with all the other issues of the case remaining

resolved, seems to '7.e, the usual endin7 for those few of our respondents reporting final

outcomes of their oases with government agencies, The administrator Is given the

benefit of the dout. At the same time, by throwing the rest of the individual's

grievances into the process called ::ffirmative Action, the compliance a,-,ency can con-

veniently terminate its concern with the case, and the chargincr cormlainant(s) may

have to begin all over rain. One individual who had reached a "victory" says,

",0 far I have had :!tee offer of reinstatement and t4",,000, but this does not cover

remedies for my com,,laints of mast discrimination"; a member of a :qoup filing to-

ether says, "vany women were given raises above the .Tt) standard increases everyone

was given, -We were-also ONen raises (the chargeos) but no promotions, tenure, back

-pay, etc,'', while the respondent steaking of a class action commlaint says, ."Ve are

still-hard at wor!;, etc."

For-despite. the-nudin7 effect which the concept of , firmative .ction may have

on many campuses, it is a,?.So a process which can remain in-a state of perpetual de-

velopment and never reach the promised land. :4-1miAst.ratiye _promises of Mending

one's academic ways through establishin7 Affirmative .action Offices, appointing
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Jfficers to heai them, conductiA67 cor^az hensivo studios, etc., not only releases the

agency from any further commitment to individual or group complaints, but also vir-

tually guarantees that tLe government funds will never be withheld in such an endless

endeavor. Academia lack:: a precedent such as that which occurred in the tusiness

world when 1700 used its enforcement powers to compel payment of ';39 million in back

pay and increases to women and minority male employees of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company. And "the university Is still drain its feet in formulation of

an affirmati7e action plan." pc government aii'encicss encounter more difficulties in

judgi g academic oases because of their nature, or are they more symrathetic towards

college and university or7anizations than towards "big business" establishments?

3. Lack of Precedence in Law,

The present early stago of the women's movement leaves much for speculation as

to the outcome of cases brought to court by nrotesting women finding no solutions

elsewhere. Although many of our respondents indicate legal suits among their actions,

none report any final court judgment which would set the stave for other cases.

There seems to Se little doubt, however, that law suits are treated more serious-

ly by administrators than are complaints with government aqoncles. 'the threat

of a law suit apparently has an effect on some administrators who decide at that

point net to commit the institution's funds and other resources towards meeting the

expenses of liti:-ation. This nay explain the "substantial" results which one group

of women obtained because or the "protection of having. a suit in 2iti,:ration.in a

federal court." A particularly strong case for an individual complainant may also to

a deterrent to pressin7 a case in court.

:otwithstandinG: the presence of such deterrents, cur study shows that some ad-

ministrators continue to ,!'ollow their hard-line strategy. A pending law suit may net

encourage an out-oflourt settlement. Again, it may to that asministrators and their

attorneys depend On the issue of comuetence to provide sufficient opportunity to

cloud up the complainant'.s case, and certainly they.can depend cn financial resources,

cnurse, the most important consideration in law suits Is that precedents are
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set for future cases, until suh precedents are established, for the present even

a restraining order is treated with ,,.reat fanfare by the complainants and their sup-

porters as news travels swiftly from campus to campus and, is pul-,licised in

women's and other news media.

Where Sisterhood Counts

Alther:;-,,,h our :rrose was to study the process of protest on campuses, a brief

assessment of our rospondentsl experiences outside academia is relevant to cur

analysis. or we have attempted to answer the question posPd at the beginning of

this relort as to why academic women have not shown any noticeable successes at

effectuating refcm en their own campuses and departments but have made some good

beginnings elsewhere. Progress is noticeable in their professional associations

where some visible changes in participation have taken place through their activism

in the womPn's caucuses and advisory groups.

3ut we have also seen that many of the other activities in which academic women

utilize their skills have already borne fruit in one or another ways with the full

potential yet to be reached. Displaced anger and growinc7. consciousness thave wit-

nessed the increasinr: involvement of academic women in intellectual and political

activities main37 through their organizational affiliations agcy from their places cf

work. Those women's organizations have provided a local and immediate source of

support which the national professional groups have had more difficulty In providing.

(The possible outcome is that some ot' the growing consciousness and commitment ob-

tained through membership nay be transferred to the campus itself. Some of our re-

spondents have indicated that this has already happened. For the strong stand of

organizations such as the 'lemon's "!]quity Action League (W.AL) and the National ergani7

nation for Women (NCW) . against discrimination in higher education, the com-

plaints filed against hundreds of colleges and universities, and the attention given

to pressing claims in the courts on academic . issues have no doubt contributed to

campus.gains.

In other wOrcis sisterhood has teen lackim!: on campus; it was not lacking in the

professional women's caucuses and in the other women's organizations where numbers
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and common identification in a cause were present. TI- atever the cause, lack of

sisterhood on campus is an important reason why academic women protesting sex inequi-

ties have tailed to achieve their goals, Post of our respondents filing individual

complaints or suits have stood alone en their campuses ard in their departments, even

when'there were other women present. The disturbing, truth is that academic women have

yet to help each other to the degree needed to change their own employment opportuni-

ties and olnditions of wcr%.. This occurs despite all the evidence which shows that

sex discrImination is blatantly practiced against all-the women on campus. And where

women have Leen the lone members of a school. or a department, other academic women

have not reached across frcm another department or another school to provide the

needed assurance and countervailing power, post surprisingly, academic women with

tenure who have a clear advantage despite their fewer numbers do not extend a helping

hand nor take the initiative to mobilize others for joint action, In this respect

many academic women seem to follow the typical pattern witnessed among their male

colleagues. Those et our respondents who have embraced the concept of sisterhood as

the most promistn solution are still too few in number to have the impact which

strong collect!ve voluntary action would bring, Certainly much of the bitterness and

disillusionment expressed by our respondents derives from having to face a strong

opposition alone, Ostracism from a community in which peer relationships are the

very essence for intellectual stimulation and professional advancement cannot be made

up completely away frem one's place of work even when Sympathetic others are present.

The mere existence of a group of women coordinating their efforts, however, does

not in itself guarantee successful results, ele have seen how a campus group filing

a complaint to=:;ether were all fired in one case. These were all part-time women with

no bargaining power Wiatsoever. or does utilization of every conceivable avenue

guarantee positive action. The group of women In a large university who did everyr

thing possible to turn the tide en their campus - filed a complaint which "was signed

by all the tenured women," used "continual pressure on the agencies to do their Job,"

including contacting a senator, "blasted repeatedly to the local press," tried "block

voting at the faculty meetings at which committee members are elected," and hired a
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lawyer to file sl:!t ir. court - were probably not yet a stro.nfr ercuit political force

to see chanq:e on their campus. -yen their connections with the "friendly 7)ean° who

slipued them the 'ata or. salaries and Dther infornation had failed tc }2,rinpo, the

sought -after results.

Most attempts to act as ,rrouns have yet to see positive results beyond_ some

small successes. at resnondents who were involved in group action have viewed

themselves as an ever- n7 political force with a potential for chanc7e. the consensus

was that chanc7e was ,,,rin27 to take place only throu7h collective actior.

V. 7,'AT L1)77, 7".TTU/

1J y',- ...;ecn te th fica: outcDme o' protest for sex equality

a.a,40m4- w(,ro naticn's ,:amuses, Cur exPloratcry cPorts to :earn what is

hao;en!n7 early vearn ; r° movement 'or roform sat:Fest that at

least th--)h the year attoptc, to ehancT err,ploynent orortilnties anr1 condi-

ti-)ns -61-' work '')/' ,;(7-,en have let t-.) witness a:lythinq, Ievoni toAn and spo-

rad'o cucoes13es on ,,orne ea,y)uoee, VimitteAlv, our samnle may include some of the

1nF,t case's. at it am -ears. that the

s!)eakins' f--)r a:,.est as

resFonses c° (5 academic women

ian7 canr)71-;er; and eamT)us svetos leas to the inescaoale

ern:!]usien tat ono wc,77an alone or even 7/.-o;:r)s cf wonlen cannot easily )-J-I,e to nhan..e

the sexist att3tue and e'foet!,:ate the necessary reorms to imflrove the status

o' acaiemln cs :learly the nro'r:lem Is muitt-rlimensicnal and requires multi-

d'mensional al,r.tna-fr.r=1 .''or Its solution. "ased cn our view those camnuses as

Joplote,I ty a 9PAI-Jle ,ier,nly involved in the movement ftr sex ei.lal!ty, we

can ocint to a the areas where action is nee'ed and "Foth ccse ,feneral

and sPcoifl ways tc ncnfnnt the pro'-lem, immeJip,te to he:F the dis-

,-ur;te'l careers of hundreis of acadtml women who have Jc..en oncuraY:ea to file

complaints. '7,ome are still wcai tiny for 0.eternination o' }heir case' 1 and some have

already excerienced serlon)o. afiversttles in their careers. At the s=tir time, we nut

bew.in to remove laor otstaoles in academia Itselr which erchil-At women "rom reaohinr;
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thir full rHenfial and t-lachmrs.

A

Th .1st ( as., their -)m:raotinatirn an,'. other 7,11esti-,rein

oraotices. Ther. little jou.'t that the '"7 offis2cs ta%e th,ir d!.rectives

fr,1 high -.:overnient levels ,,here foot-dra'rri1; 7 is 11,11-.,' 7.110c--Ira-r"1 117-c-

tives of af'ir,ative a-tion ieliberately subverted, They are not reoret:7entin,,. the

intoreot:3 of aademlo who havo riled the complaints but rather the intersts

of higher education mana-ement. mu -,h delays and stallin-r, they prmvIde adninis-

tratcrs with al', sorts cf excuses to resist women and to support the statusallo at a

cost of millions or d121r.rs in public money, :ince the phraoe "withIn a rasonatie

-,)erlod of time" seems to mean that women cay have to as lorc4 as three or more

years to have their co 'laintn resolved, one night question the way in which cases

are teing handled. Tt :-.,hculd not to necessary to wait for court ludgments to verify

the extensive damn ,e is 'ceinu lone to the careers cf academic women who file

complaints, Also, sin-e there has )een sifficient time for an campuses to deve2oe

Affirmative Action those should all le i-me"iatey reviewed and a tii;ht imple-

nontaticn schedule estal,lished.

2., The vovernment a-enc!en should amt i.,-nore the cmolaints of 1_,art-time women who

arc an Important oart of the academic lal-or force. This is a ]y discriminalpinc,

iractice which 0.enic,s vomen their constitutional

'3, An ar_ceals proness sl,cu'd be instituted followin7 dotermination.of cases by Pr7-

orment agencies or emi-loyers which are considerel unsatisraotory by ccm?lainants.

3uch at Coals shcIld Incluie charges concerning the effects of lelays In resolvinr,

cases ant any accseanyin'r, harassment,

4. The secrecy wh5.oh rermeates the entire Process mf comrlian,e shouli en'. The

:o-partmcnts of La' or and shouli accumulate and mu bush data cri oases sex

discrimination as systeTlatica'ry as they cio for other activities, Including follow-4).

ups. A-encies ccT;olainants and enoloyers informed of the prc,-ress or

each case. 'urtherr.ore, they should publicize the status of complaints and every

Affirmative Action Flan rather than selectiarr what they consider to be newsworthy.
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This could to accorlded. on a monthly or ether neriodic basis. There is also nc

reason why acFenoies should not advertise and circulate model plans for other insti-

tutions to follo,..r.

5. AP- envies should Include on their staffs women havin,; academic credentials and

exuerience, in addition tc uroven commitment to the women's movement. The limitation

of hi,ter stafc' positions to black males not only encouraFTs the setting cf unfair

FrioritIes IL many o7fices tut also shows that sex discrimination is bein!: practiced

in the very agencies desif;nated to investigate sex discrimination.

If undorstaf"inp; and tudc-et are indeed problems, additional funds should be put

to the task.of oliminatin backlogs. '-'owever, our close view of women involved in

cases with i[4:d and ether a:encies indicates less a fundinR problem and more a situation

of 1..4ncrance about acele-lie Institutions and a venerale attitude towards academic

trii-Of.7erts. One suR;:estion to offset many of these handicaps would be to estatlish

advisory groups for each compliance office which would include practicing academic

women and renresentatives from women's proups and professional associations, all of

whom could help in rendering fairer and. .speedier ,judgments of cases.

7. ::ost importantly, almost six years after Executive Order 112V, it is about time

that ag,encies should to impose sanctions on employers who fail to resolve

comj,laints or who are harassin7 complainants. This means withholding, funds for even

one individual's 'case where discrimination has been substantiated and not corrected.

To wait for a persistin- pattern of discriminati n (usually involving: introducing, and

implementinr; an k,7firmatIve Action Plan) not only f5uarantees that Penalties will

never be imposed but a.f,-ain constitutes a violation of a woman's rights. Agencies

should not accent as sufficient evidence of compliance the administrators' practice

of makin7 small to%en - estures ad infinitum. .athholdin,!, (not just delaying) funds

from even one institution for proven discrimination or harassment a.Ainst an inch -

victual complainant !:ould serve as a much needed example to other institutions and

undoubtedly hasten colpliance.

Academic Reforms.

1. ennsistent and fair policies and practices should to clearly stated for register
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ir4f all irievancN, - related or not - appealinr7 decisions, and resolvinr; dis-

putes, especially those in. which differences of cpinion occur in matters of pro"es-

sional. oc.mpetenon.

:'%raluative cl:iteria in hirinn, promotion, tenure, and firing should be made more

exulicit, criteria should te made known to all candidates before hiring takes

place, Procedures 'or evaluatin,-, teachinrr and research performances of all the

faculty shoult be estahlished. Criteria for administrative positions should also

be pre-determined, and administrators should te evaluated on some reular basis by

faculty and staff.

All. academic and administrative openings should be openly and widely advertised

at professional meetinr,;s and elsewhere.

4. :]xcent on rare occasions, all non-ladder and non-tenure *positions should be

eliminated, and oart-time employment should command the salaries and other privileges

and benefits, as well as the oblipations, on some proportionate tasis with full-time

positions. ,amuuses still practicing nepotism should immediately abandon such

double - standard practices,

5, :ecision-making nolicy should be clearly understood both apart and in relation

to affirmative action. Departments should be arnrised not only of the Affirmative

Action Plan for that uarticular campus but also of its lerral implications. And it

goes without sayinf; that they should be involved in its formation.

Professional Associations,

1. The professional ahsociations should investigate qrievances of sex discrimination

on campuses relative to in their own disciplines and exert pressure wherever

needed, includinrr censure, for the correction of inequities and for other unprofes-

sional or unethical conduct against women. The latter would include cases where

(a) co-autlwrshin ls denied without basis, (b) degrading connotations are given to

introductory or other courses throuvh assinment to women only, (3) differential

standards based on sex are applied to faculty teaching, publications, and graduate

student examinations, (d) dissertatiOn topics related to woven are refused, and

(e)character assassination and other questionable tactics are used to debase academic
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2. In addition to !:eepinT and publicizing the statistics of women's participation

in schools and (le )artments, the professional associations should urge scholarly

attention to the sex variable in all the research conducted in the profession and

discourage and even condemn productivity which reinforces sex stereotypes or demeans

women In the discinlinels literature. Thig task should not be left to women's com-

mittees but should he systematically confronted as a major problem in the profession,

The su,_Toestion is included here as only one of several ways in which the professional

organizations can chan-e unfavorable attitudes of collepe professors, especially

those vho write and assign sexist articles and books to their classes.

3. The professional associations should set up Guidelines to help departments estab-

lish and deal with the evaluative criteria mentioned above relative to recruitment

and advancement in the profession. A few of the questions which may be confronted

are as follows; (a) should lack of a Ph.D. degree deny tenure or other merit or

opportunities to teach in graduate or summer programs, (b) what are the test teaching

methods for the particular discipline, (c) what constitutes excellence in research

and writing, and (d) how many publications and in what journals makes a scholar in

the field? Althowth there may not be definite answers, these and related questions

are raised over and over main in the experiences of our respondents, each profession

must begin to grapple eith them since they speak to central issues of both profes-

sional standards and credentialism, Unanswered, they not only encourage maninula-

tion, but they also reinforce stronp.holds o` buddy systems and elitism which make

it virtually impossnle for academic women to receive equal treatment.

4. If some of the above suov7estions appear to be non-feasible for national associa-

tions to confront and administer positive action, it may be that some of the work

should be undertaaen cn re Tonal, state, or local levels where such arrangements are

not presently in existence, 'days must be found to introduce and enfoir...e professional

and ethical codes, whether these codes pertain to sex discrimination or something

else.
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In c, e .r, etely has shcwn that eomen eho teach or desire to

teach in the nation's cone -ee an,1 enivereities have round that quiet, die-nified, and

reasoned argument-, bec'-ed h.y leele evidence de net easily penetrate the thick walls

of prejudice and discrimination. Dissent is not tolerated when it comes from academic

women seeking their eglal share with their male colleagues. The most disturbing

finding has been a lack of real commitment by the camous leadership to respond posi-

tively to the appeals of women claiming sex discrimination, thus inviting the inter-

vention, cf the federal and state bureaucracies. College and university administrators

have failed to realize that, at most, affirmative action is but a temporary mechanism

designed to heln institutions lacking skilled management and favorable attitudes to

confront discrimination in some of its more visible dimensions. If the accounts of

our respondents concerning the treatment they are receiving because they protest

seem exaggerated, the evidence they submit is duplicated from campus to campus

across the country, large and small alike. 70 can only conclude that there is some-

thing seriously wren: when those who administer higher education abuse their power

by flouting laws and soenclingik.nanivof dollars fighting women with a personal

vindictiveness boreerine cn cruelty in many cases. Since the ultimate blame must be

laid at the door of those who administer our colleges and universities, it is here

where a new and diferent sense of responsibility .must emerce?, to remove INAh the

institutional roadtlecks and discriminating attitudes. The task ahead would be infi-

nitely easier if tokenism were to be replaced by genuine good faith efforts to speed

the equalizing process for all members of the academic community.

Given the continued resistance by academic administrations, there is now a

strong necessity for academic women to coordinate their efforts and to press for

the needed changes in a spirit of sisterhood and on a broader scale than has occurred

in the past. There is an even greater ergency to reach the women who have been fired,

blacklisted, or 17ho are finding their careers in a state of temporary suspension or

jeopardy. The cemelex problems of attacking the bureaucratic inefficiencies, incon-

sistencies, and maleractices of government agencies will demand the continuing and
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increasin- commitent, skills, and power of the national women's and other large

political orranizations. The women's !Troups affiliated with the professional associ-

ations must demand that the associations extend their networks of influence and

action to the campuses and to their colleagues who need help. And all the other

individuals and groups closely connected to the over-all functionin,f; of academia -

trustee boards, alumnae, foundations, accreditincr, boards, le,4islators, AAUP, and

other orranizations should be pressured to increase their commitment to charming the

status of academic wrnen.


